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"September Morn" clothe! in
the form of a throe act musical
comedy with songs, jokes, scenery and girls lota of them.
Harry Fields, the origional joy
bug, is the bright particular star
of this musical fun carnival,
which will be presented by Rowland & Clifford's specially selected company of fifty, at the
Lyceum theatre next Tuesday,
Dec. 11th.

"September Morn" is the joint
work of Arthur Gillespie and
Aubrey Stauffer.
That they
succeeded in their efforts is attested ly the remarkable hit
scored by this brilliant musical
.oinedy during its long Chicago
run at the LaSalle Theatre.
Comedy predominates "SEPTEMBER." but the delicious
foolishness is interested with
charming musical numbers introduced by a remarkable chorus
of singing and dancing experts
who trip through all the latest
morden dances fetchingly. The
scenery and costuming are brilliant. A great cast are among
the principals which includes
sparkling Vernice Martyn, "the
American Gaby Deslya," Lou
Kelso, George Dayton. Nick
Basil, Mildred Good fellow and
forty others.

Elks' Dance
The Elks' dance, which was
postponed on Thanksgiving on
account of the inclemency of the
weather, wa3 held Thursday
night at the new uuditorium.
A Inrge crowd atU-i' id ail
Punch
time.
splendid
retort a
was served during the evening.
i

A Big Rain
regular soaker fell in Clovis
Monday
and Monday night,
which will be of great benefit to
the wheat crop. Such a heavy
rain at this season of the year
followed by clear warm weather
ia something out of the ordinary.
A

f
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"September Morn"
She ia comingdear litt'e Miss
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Elks' Memorial Services
As is their annual custom, tiie
held the memorial services
at the Lyceum theatre Sunday
afternoon at !J o'clock. The
members assembled at the Elks
home at 2:30 and marched in a
body to the theatre. Attorney
Geo L. Reece, of Portales, who
is a member of the Clovis Elks
lodge,
delivered the eulogy
which was made it an able
Mr. Reece ia one of the
best speakers in the state and
on the subject
his remarks
chosen were highly appreciated
Several hundred attended the
services Jwhich were delivered
ty Rjv. 1). A. Sanford. pastor
A
of the Episcopal church.
quartette composed of Misses
Humphrey, Welch, Webb and
Mrs. Fred Dennis rendered a
beautiful selection as also did
the Elks sixtette composed of
Elks

Germans Inquisitive
Washington, Dec. 0 Count
von HernstorlF today presented
to the state department a

NiSVV

to be contrary to precedents of
diplomatic piocedure. Under all
diplomatic usage it is only necessary ."or the United States to indicate to Germany that the at
taches are personal non grata
and it is not necessary to give a
reason for asking their withdrawal.
Captain Boy-Eand Captain
von Papen were in Washington
today and conferred several
times with Count von Bernstorff.
Later today the state department received another inquiry
on the same subject from the
Berlin foreign office transmitted
by Ambassador Gerald. It was
made known officially here that
the United States would decline
to go into the question of facts
on the subject and would not
thi sources of its information.

asking for the reasonr
for the request for the withand
drawal of Captain Boy-ECaptain von Pa pen, the German
naval and military attaches,
respectively.
It was stated authoritatively,
though not in the communication, that the ambassador would
under no consideration ask the
United States to get safe conThe
duct for the attaches,
German government was represented as considering it incumbent upon the United States to
return the attaches in safety to
German territory and bring their
success irs here.
Count von Bernstorff. the Cartoday made
man ambai.-adoemphatic denials of reports that
Notice to Traveling Public
Herod, Germany or German official
Messrs Muff, Nelson,
The outh road to TVxico has
Grillith, Noble and Elder.
agents had been concerned in
bijen ordered improved by the
recent attempts to set up a
Automobiles
State Engineer.
Col Hayden Dead
in Mexico.
during
wagons,
this conand
Col. E. L. llaydcn, who came
Should it develop from the
period,
requested
struction
are
to Clovis about a year ago for state department's answer that
the benefit of his health, died at. other incidents than the Archi- to travel the north road between
his room in the Antlers Hotel bald case and the testimony at Texico and Clovis, as the south
Monday night and was buried the trial of the conspirators of road will be almost impassible
twenty days.
Wednesday in the Clovis ceme- the
line for the next
D. W. Jones,
tery. Col. Hayden, who was were considered by the United
Road Foreman.
State
GO
atage,
horse
was
a
years
of
about
States in asking that the
trainer and during the street taches be withdrawn, Germany Sunday School Convention
concerts last summer be enter- will contest the withdrawals.
The Curry County Sunday
tained the crowds with his
Should the department reply
was held Friday and
Convention
trained horses. He originally that those two incidents alone Saturday
at
the Methodist
resided in Marshall Missouri but were responsible, the withdrawChurch. It was decided to meet
of late years had lived in Kansas al will take place without further
next spring a t the Lincoln
City where ho was a familiar inquiry or protest.
r .". ILuse. The following
character about the barns and
The embassy Wi.s represented officers were elected for the
tact .rack;. Il was the father-in-la- as considering that it and the ensuing year: A. C. Austin,
of W. A. Gillen water of attaches stand before the bar ot president; Rev. C. W. Lambert,
this city.
In such circumpublic opinion.
secretary and Rev. A. J. Rodes,
understanding
is
the
stances
T.
returned
Stalker
Mrs. J.
treasnrer.
Monday from El Paso where Bhe that the embassy will deny that
Williamson and Oldham, of
attended the Episcopal confer- the attaches have in any way
purchased 175 head of
Portales,
anything
ence. At this conference, Rev. been connected with
week from Shipley
last
heifers
the
than
other
under
attack
Herring, formerly of Clovis, was
Brothers Cattle Company. Mr
ordained a minister. When Mr. Archibald incident and the
Shipley
also sold a car of mulea
case.
Herring resided here he was
Tuesday
by
to C. J. Franks, of
considered
is
All
this
action
manager of the Clovis Commerofficials of the state department Roswell.
cial College.
d

d

mun-me- r.

r,

counter-revolutio- n
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Safety of the Nation
In a stirring address to a
private party of newspapermen.
.1. Stuart Blackton, author and
producer of the great preparedness film "The Battle Cry of
Peace" said that the final salvation of the country would be
up to the country newspaper.
"If the rural newspaper the
country weekly and the small
town daily get behind the preparedness movement and demand action by Congress,"
Blackton said, ' then we will see
an appropriation during this
session that will be a good
starter. Of course to get anywhere we will need a series of
appropriations-- a
program for
navy and army which, spread
over a period of years, will give
us eventually
what protection
we need. But if the small town
newspaper refuses to call for
preparedness, and prefers 'pork'
the movement will fall.
Tlx? protection of America 'is in
the hands of the country editor."
Mr. Blackton's speech for preparedness followed the viewing
by newspaper men of the film
"The Battle Cry of Peace." in
which the author shows how
helpless the United States would
be in case of attack by a foreign
New York Btreeta are
foe.
bombarded, homes are attacked,
women and children terrified
and fathers taken out, lined up
against a wall and shot. The
handful of American soldiers
are u joke to the invadere and
enemy vhips otand u.T our shores,
out of range of our guns, and
batter to p'Pws our coast (e.
fensea. "These possibilities are
not without the basia of fact,"
said Mr. Blackton in his address.
"Instead of being a sleeping
gaint, we are a helpless babe.
The dream of universal peace has
been shattered by the European
nations and will again be shattered. We have learned that nations
will break solemn treaties when
they thiak it to their advantage

to do so. The world is but litllo
different from what it was a
thousand years ago. But we, in
the democracy of the United
States, are full partners. The
responsibility of government and
the salvation of the nation is on
every citizen. Every ( citizen
should be able to transfer himself into a soldier for the defense
of his country. This is not imperialistic; it is the very essence
of a democracy that would live."

Prune Trees in Fall
all the leaves have
fallen from the trees and the
wood has ripened up in the fall
is the time for pruning. There
is no way of absolutely controlling sprouting after pruning.
The more severely you prune the
more likely you will be to have
sprouts, for the trees have
stored up a quantity of food and
are going to make use of it some
place. If a large part of the old
wood ha.s been cut off, the part
that remains will probably make
a stronger growth than it would
had all the old wood remained.
Still there is always a tendency
for a pruned tree to have sprouts.
Some varieties are much worse
than others in this reapect. If
very desirous of having the
trunks of the trees smooth and
without branches, the only thiag
to do is to rub the young sprouts
off continually while they are
young.
After an orchard is established,
several things are necessary in
order to keep it in good shape
and to keep it bearing profitable.
Thorough and persistent cultivation, regular pruning and
spraying and thinning of the
fruit in case of large crops are
all essential.
The cultivation
should start just as early in the
spring as possible and continue
until the last of September.
The disk harrow and the acme
harrow are the two best orchard
cultivators. If these are used
carefully it will not be necessary
to turn the ground with a plow
very often. LeonVd G. Herron,
o f Horticulture,
Department
Oklahoma A. and M. College,
Stillwater.
When
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suitable gifts for men and boys. It
The spirit of the Christmas Season here is common sense in select-in- g
matters not what age he may be, buy those things which will not only please him but that will give good ser- vice. Don't trust to memory, but check off -below ithe articles you are interested in. It will be only a pleai
l:
f i service 10 neip you matte a seiecuuii.
sure tor our spiencua
A

.

i--

l-
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Overcoats
Suspenders Handkerchiefs
Sweaters
Fur Cans
9
Suits

House Coats
Umbrellas
Hosiery-

Bath Robes
Caps
Rain Coats

Neckwear

Underwear
Dress Shirts

Gloves
Shirts
Pajamas
Robes
Nifht

Etc.

Etc

Etc Etc

the same when
We'll keep perfectly "Mum" in regard to any selections you may make-delithen we'll willingly make any exchanges desired after Christmas
ver

wanted-a-

nd

Merry Christmas Everybody

Mandell Dry Goods and Glothing Company
"THE STORE OF QUALITY"
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For Ordinary Crip;
For All Catarrhal Condition
For Pretention of Cold.

An

Men of "Black Cabinet" Seldom Employ Disguises

r

X

"Head work and leg work are more important than green
WASHINGTON. falae whiskers" for
the modern sleuth, according to William
J. Flynn. chief of the United States secret service, better know as Uncle
Sam's "black cabinet" As a rule dis
guises are not used by those In the
service. If the matter In hand, for Instance, requires the collection of Information frow workmen, a man is
chosen who looks the part without a
disguise.
He simply wears such
clothes as workmen wear and affects
the manners and speech of the mon
with whom he mingles.
On the other hand, If the work requires contact with people in a
walk of life, an operative of
that class Is chosen. A negro la used to approach a negro, an Italian to
"rope" a criminal of that nationality, a German for a German, an engraver to
work on an engraver, and so on.
Secret service men are at work all the time. When there Is no particular cane on hand they are getting a line on the habits, haunts and byways of
certain people who seem to be living without apparent effort. The shadowed
party docs not suspect It. and he may never know. The minute it hecomo3
certain Unit bad money Is circulating he and all the others of his kind in tbe
district are watched. All avenues of escapo from the district are guarded
and each suspect is shadowed until the game narrows down to the real
culprit or culprits. The next thing is to secure the evidence to convict. That
accomplished, the arrest Is made.
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l
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Government "Bug Hatchery" Solves Many Problems

...

UNIQUE establishment that might be called a government "bug hatchery,"
hut which Is officially known as the eastern field station of tbe branch ol
forest insects of tbe bureau of entomology, is maintained by the agricultural
department of the fedoral government
n the edge of the Virginia village ot
Kails Church, a few miles from the
It has been ,the
national capital.
means, since its establishment Tu 1912,
of the solution of many problems that
that have been vexing telephone and
s
a A&i
tnleeranh cnmnanlea. mine owners
if
atand other large users of timber
tacked by insects, as well as forest- ers, manufacturers of forest products,
municipal park authorities and indi
vidual owners of wood lots. In addition to administrative buildings and laboratories, the field station has four
outdoor insectaries equipped with apparatus that Is roughly the counterpart
incubators and brooders of the poultry
for insect rearing of the
plant. In these have been reared and studied during the life of the station
approximately in.OOO specimens of moths, butterflies, sawflles, ants, parasitic
flies and beetles, which, by boring or in other
wasps, bees, various
ways, are Injurious to trees and timber, or which in some cases, strangely
enough, are beneficial.
In order to have at band forest material for carrying on the experiments
a plantation of 2,800 young forest trees has been established ut the station,
species of conifers and eight species of hard woods.
representing twenty-twMany of the experiments carried on with forest products have related
to the effectiveness of various preservatives In preventing attacks on wood
by boring Insects, and results have been secured that have been immediately
deflected in money saving by large users of woods. No less valuable have
been the new processes worked out for protecting shade trees and ornamental
shrubs from their voracious insect enemies.
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"his photograph shows a column ot Herman n in lit ry advancing acroas the Gr"Oi!no river on a hurriedly
l
pontoon bridge. The Irou bridge blown up by the Russians is seen in the background.
I
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For The Conoatetcent;
For That Irregulcr Appetites
For Weakened Digestion.
Ever-Ready-fo-Ta-

ko

KIDNEY L'thou,,Th.av,r7
TROUBLE J w.nlby using Dr.

you can mako no mistake

Bwamp-Roothe great IdB.j
ta
At druggist,also
bottle by Par-ollar alM. Bamplo
pamphlet telling you about
Co., Blngbajn-toAddVel. Dr. Kilmer
It N VT. and enoloM ten
eeata,
mention this tper.
A man s Idea of a phenomenon Is
another man who never loses a collar
button.

kllm.s
midy

t.

n,

Dr. Pierce's PelleU are beet for livei,
bowels end stomach. One little Pellet for
a laxative three for a cathartic Adv.

There is no more fallacious theory
than the one to the effect that one
man Is as good as another.
Not Gray Hairs but Tired Bye.
make ui look older than we are. Keep your
Eyea young and you will look young. After
the Movlne always Murine lour
Don't tell your ege,

Iee

tli"

steamship Anoona which was sunk in the Mediterranean by a submarine HyiiiK the Austrian
lth tlm iim of several hundred Uvea. At tbe right Is ('apt. Pletro Massardo, who wai in command of th
tii;.
nnuii'l. and at the loft Itulo ZoIpzzI, first officer.
,m

i
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Excellent Remedy

The Exception.
"All the world loves a lover."
"Except the boss who Is expected
to raise his salary on the wedding
day."

Important to Mothers

Examine carefully every bottle ot
sure remedy for
Infants and children, and see that It
CASTOK1A, a safe and

Signature ot
In Use For Over 80 Tear.
Children Cry for Fletcher's

.
Cutori

Scheme Didn't Work.
"I tipped every waiter in the dining
room," suid the man at the summer
hotel.
"And thereby secured the best of

attention""

"No. The head waiter usserted his
authority and called a boycott. He
was Indignant because I didn't hold
out on the other hoys and give all
tbe money to him."

His Lavish Llngulpotence.
"Those sonorous sentences that the
Hon. Ilray Lowder rolls forth with
such an ImpresBive wealth of masto-dontl- c
pomposity and overpowering
orotundlty "
"Yeah! Sounds like the wator coming down at Lodore in McGuffoy's old
Third Header, doesn't it? The honForm Cavalry Platoon orable
Capital
keeps a large collection of portly platitudes preserved In glass Jars
First Lieutenant Homer M. Oronlngcr, Fifth United States cavalry. Fort for the obfuscation of the unthinking."
TOMyer,
Virginia, has been assigned the task of proving to 28 Vaslilngtou
Kansas City Star.
correspondents that the sword is mightier than the pen when the other rethe
of
by
the decision
fuses to abide
Insulted the "Copper."
pen.
Through the busy streets a stalLieutenant Cironinger, blond,
wart policeman led a little child by
and very "military," Is the "f. the hand.
O." 01 a platoon of volunteer cavair!
A motherly looking woman paused
authorized unofficially by the war de- before them for a moment. Then, In
partment and composed almost entire- a sudden hurst of sympathy, she bent
ly of newspaper correspondents of the over the child and kissed her.
,
They are
national capital.
"Poor lamb!" she breathed sadly.
and bearded,
"She looks bo cold and starvedllke,
and and she
and
hasn't been washed for a
and when lined up in an week. Some folks cannot be trusted
attempt at a military formation they with children, wicked, cruel things
laugh producer, but they are In dead earnest and taking the they are. Where did you find the child,
are a sure-fir"gaff" as does the mennest "rookie."
policeman?"
When their thirty weeks course of training shall have been completed
"Find the child, woman?" snarled
average
well
as
as
the
almost
expect
themselves
bo
handle
to
they
able to
the policeman a igrlly. "I didn't find
army.
highly trained private In the regular
hor at all. Sho's my own kid!"
Representing newspapers in all parts of the country, the "scribes" applied to Secretary Garrison for a course cf training as a cavalry unit. Mr.
Gladness of heart adds length of
Garrison liked tbe proposal. So did General Scott, chief of staff, and Col. life.
Wilbur E. Wilder, commanding Fifth United States cavalry. Having pledged
themselvos to a course of thirty weeks, Involving every Sunday morning aud
one hour one night a week, the men were turned over to Lieutenant
to be transformed into the semblance of a military organization.
Gronlngnr is a former instructor at the United States School of Musketry,
and believes the prime essential of a soldier in time of war is ability to
shoot: and tbe better trained the subject Is in all soldierly qualities, the
better able he will he to shoot accurately under trying conditions.
At first the training has been confined to manual of arms, marching and
Is a valuable
otner fundamentals along with sighting and aiming drills, etc. Later tlm
men were put through the regular course of gallery and range practice, and
asset, but
then went up for their rifle record, all to be concluded before the work on
horses commences.

Correspondents

blue-eye-

mm?

smooth-shaven-

hollow-cheste-

sway-hacke-

bow-legge-

knee-sprun-

e

battleships-Mipoir-nii cidi iit with the main drive of the British forces in Flanders in the region of Lens, the British
off the coast of Helglum and heavily bombarded the German positions. This Is the first picture received In
(his wintry showing the results of the British bombardment of the Belgian coast. The picture was taken at West-- !
i miall vll'nue near Ostende.
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Mr. Wilson Ranks High as a Pardoning President
.1

aboard nil Austrian battleship of the new Teijlietoff
noiinie turrets, one above ine otner, eacn carrying inrco
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hMowiiiij
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x
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So idifying Decomposed Rock.
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IvIdk great
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'
fg an did th"
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WILSON was shown In a new light when It developed that
of the department of Justice gave him rank with Lincoln
When the complete record of
and McKinley as a "pardoning presldont."
pardons and commutations during his
first term in the White House is com
fieBBE III
piled ofllclals of the department beBE PARtONEti
lieve Wilson will stand at the head
our OF THIS
of the list in the matter or utilizing
PLACE 6Y
thn executive power to grant clem
TH'ntEilDIrlT
ency to federal prisoners.
"Taft was a merciful president,
but he had a Judicial mind and wiik
inclined to sit in judgmont on pardon
applications as If he were on the
bench," an official of the department
of Justice said in discussing pardon
records. "Wilson Is not Influenced as much by the law as by tbe heart, and
In this way he Is much like Lincoln and McKinley.
"Koosevelt pardoned fewer criminals and reversed more recommendations of the department of Justice than any president in recent years. He
believed crime should be punished, and whore Judges and juries bad acted, be
ivus loath to Interfere."
The official record of the pardons during the Wilson administration will
not be available until Attorney General Oregory makes his annual report to
congress. This report, however, will only cover the period up to June 30,
lart nd will not include the greatly Increased number of pardons and commutations which the president allowed since them.
ir President Wilson continues his present pace In extending executive
clemency, officials declare, be Is certain to go to tbe head ot the list, but at
any rate it is believed certain that no presidents except Lincoln and McKIn
will rank with him in the number of. cases of executive clemency shown

PRESIDENT

to the t'nltod States geological survey, may be nearly pure quartz, or
quartz and feldspar, or quartz, feldspar
and mica, and it may vary in texture
from the fine to the coarse. Some
sandstone is so coarse that It will hold
six quarts of water to the ruble foot,
and underground deposits of such
sandstone form excellent
which may yield a never failing supply of Wilier

,

f
H
.;.,:..;V:::ii.'

Capt. XV. H. Buliard. chief of tbe
radio service of the United States
navy and superintendent of 61 wireless stations in the l ulled States and
its island possessions, who
with the civilian engineers In tbt
recent long distance phone tests.

ij
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Powerful
Physique

Strength of body must be
combined with a healthy,
active mind, to make for
uccess.

It is well established that
both body and brain are
nourished and rebuilt daily
from food each taking up the
particular elements required.

Grape-Nut-

s
FOOD

made of wheat and malted
barley, supplies all the rich
nutriment of the grains, in
eluding the vital mineral
elements necessary for build
ing stout bodies and nctive
brains.
Grape-Nut- s
food not only
supplies rich,
nourishment, but is delicious
and easy to digest.
well-balanc-

"There's a Reason"
sold by

grocer.

" hh ie imp
THE CL0VI3 NEWS

HAVE YOU
A CHILD?
$isBV which Ion for children, but because of
omc curabla physical derancriMat are dspnvsa
of this graataat ot all hipninm.
Tlx woman whoaa Dimes follow wer restored
to normal health by Lydia E. Pinkham'a Vestta-bl- a
Compound. Write and aak tbam about it,

"I

J

I

took your Compound and have a fine,

strong baby. "
John Mitchell,

Mr.
Mas-sen- a,

N. Y.

"Lydia E. Pinkham'a
Vegetable Compound a
wonderful medicine for

--

1

'

1

expectant mothers."
lira. A. M. Myers,

i

mtn

Mo.

Mian

m.
Ma

" I highly recommend
Lydla E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound before
child-birtit hai done 10
much for me." Mr. E.
M. Doerr, R. R. 1, Con- shohocken, Pa,

f h rvwrr

"I
11 ham'a
Vegetable

took Lydla E. Pink
Com-

pound to build op my
system and have the
dearest baby girl in the

world."
Mrs

rlmi

NiMj

Mr. Mosi
Blakeley, Coalport, Pa.

"I praise

the

Com

pound whenever I have
a chance. It did so much
for me before my little
girl was born."
Mr.
E. W. Sanders, Rowles-burW. Va,

g,

I took

WnMlllt

your

Com

pound before baby was
born and feel I owe my
life to it "Mrs. Winnie
Tillis, Winter Haven,
Florida.

Oh, Well.
"I see where a man was arrested
last night for taking notes at a
"You don't mean it!"
"Yes; they wore bank notes, and
be took them out of another man's
pocket."
To keep clean and healthy take Dr.
Pierce's I'leawint Pellets. 'J'hey regulate
liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.

Quite Likely.
"I can't understand it," said the
fair customer In the shoe store. "You
nay these are No. 4's, and they pinch
dreadfully.
had before
The pair
were throws, and they never gave me
any trouble. "
"Perhaps the threes were marked
down," suggested the salesman.
1

RestThose Worn Nerves

Help

the Railway.

The remarkable fields that are reported of the wheat crop ot Western
Canada for 1915 bear out the estimate of an average yield over the
three western provinces of upward ot
25 bushels per acre.
There is no
portion ot that great west of 24,000
square miles in which the crop was
not good and the yields abundant An
American farmer who was induced to
place under cultivation land that he
had been holding for five years for
speculative purposes
and higher
prices, says that be made the price ot
the land out of this year's crop ot
oats. No doubt, others, too, who took
the advice of the Department of the
Interior to cultivate the unoccupied
land, have done as well.
But the story of the great crop that
Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta
produced this year is best told in the
language or the railways in the added
cars that it has been necessary to
place in commission, the extra trains
required to be run, the increased tonnage of the grain steamers.
It Is found that railway earnings
continue to Improve.
The C. P. R. earnings for the second
week of October showed an Increase
of 1762,000 over last year, the total
being only $310,000 below the gross
earnings of the corresponding week
ot 1913, when the Western wheat crop
made a new record for that date. The
increase In C, P. R. earnings for the
corresponding week of that year was
only $351,000, or less than half of the
increase reported this year. The
grain movement in the West within
the past two weeks has taxed the resources of the Canadian roads as
never before, despite their increased
facilities. The C. P. R. is handling 2,000
cars per day, a new record.
The
G. T. R. and the C. N. R. are also making new shipment records. The other
day the W. Grant Morden, of the Canada Steamships Company, the largest
freighter ot the Canadian fleet on the
Upper Lakes, brought down a cargo of
476,315 bushels, a new record for
Canadian shipping. Records are "going by the board" In all directions this
fall, due to Canada's record crop. The
largest Canadian wheat movement
through the port of Now York ever
known is reported for the period up
to October 15th, when since shipments
of the new crop began in AuguBt,
4.265.791 bushels have been reloaded
for Kngland, France and Italy. This
is over hulf as much as was shipped
of American wheat from the same port
In the same poriod. And, be It remembered, Montreal, not New York, Is the
main export gateway for Canadian
wheat. New York gets the overflow
in competition with Montreal. Ad
Proof Positive.
"My wife wants to go to the mati
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Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
Cut out cathartic and purgatives.
orutaj, narvn. unneceaMrv
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Billsesstst,
lick H..S.
acas eat IsilfsallM. as aiuusas aeew.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE. SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

must bear

An Improved Quinine, Does not Cause
Nervousness nor Rincine in Head
The happv combination of latatlvea In LAX-AT- I
V K HKO.Mll yl'ININK make
be Quinine
in this form have a fxr
than tha
ordinary Quinine, and It can be taken by any.
ki,niMiiil.F lj
tilt, IimmiI
one without
oall for lbs full name, I. unlive BromoQiitnlne.
book for aigualureut h. W. Urots. 'ins.

Tea smiles for a nickel. Alwavs buv Red
Cross Hag Ulue: have beautiful, clear
white clothes. Adv.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely mrrtabla.
ently on tha lirer,
eliminate one, ana jt
sootnetnsarncaie
membrane of tne.
bowel. Cars

nee this afternoon, but I'm afraid It
isn't a proper show for her to see."
"What makes you think so?"
"Well, If it was she wouldn't want
to see It."

It Surely Is.
"I'u. whut 1b affectution?"
"Affectation, my boy, is carrying
three extra tires on an automobile
that never gets more than four blocks
away from a garage." Detroit Kree
Press.

doan'sw
50at

Unversatlle Nature.
hopeful of
Mario, the
a certain household, was seated at the
breakfast table one morning. As usual, eggs were served.
Now, either Mario was not hungry
or she had grown tired of the Inevitable bill of fare, for very earnestly she
lifted her eyes to heaven and exclaimed:
"I wish to goodness bens would lay
something besides eggs!"
eight-year-ol-

Signature
man usually is as far from being
a devil as a woman Is from being an
angel.
A

THE NEWEST REMEDY FOR
BACKACHJ, RHEUMATISM AND DROPSY
Kidney, Bladder and Urie Acid troubles bring misery to many. When
the kidneys are weak or diseased,
these natural niters do not cleans
the blood sufficiently, and the poisons
are carried to all parts of the body.
There follow depression, aches and
pains, hcavlnoss, drowsiness. Irritability, headaches, chilliness and rheumatism. In some people there are sharp
pains in the back and loins, distressing
bladder disorders and sometimes obstinate dropsy. The uric acid sometimes
forms Into gravel or kidney stones.
When the uric acid affects the muscles
and joints It causes lumbago, rheumatism, gout or sciatica. This is the time
to send Dr. Tierce, Invalids' Hotel,
Buffalo. N. Y.. 10c for large trial package of "Annrlc."
During digestion uric acid is absorbed into the system from meat

LOCOMOTIVE

.

Big Yields

vertisement.

Don't give up. When you feel all
unstrung; when family cares seem loo
hard lo bear, and backache, dizzy headaches, queer pains and irregular action
of the kidneys and bladder may mystify
you, remember that such troubles often
come from weak kidneys and it may be
that you only need Donn'a Kidney Pills
to make you well. When the kidneys
are weak there's danger of dropsy,
and Briglit's diseaae. Don't de.
travel Start
using Dnan's now.

ELECTRIC

SHERRILL'S

Successful Crops and

SfWSIsaUP'sparlffl"",

'

bUUU

ID

LARGEST

eaten, and even from some vegetable.
The poor kidney get tired and backache begins. This I a good time to
take "Anurlc,1 the new discovery of
Dr. Pierce for Kidney trouble and BackNeglected kidney trouble Is
ache.
responsible for many deaths, and Insurance Company examining doctors
always test the water of an applicant
before a policy will be Issued. Have
you ever set aside a bottle of water
hours? A heavy sedifor twenty-fou- r
ment or settling sometimes Indicate
kidney trouble. It you wish to know
your condition send a sample of your
water to Dr. Pierce's Invalids' Hotel.
Iluffalo, N, T and describe symptoms.
It will be examined without any expense to you, and Dr. Pierce or his
chemist will Inform you truthfully.
Anurlc Is now for sale by dealer In
50c pck'gs.

Charles H. Sherrill, former American minister to Argentina, In an address at Buffalo, made the rather
startling assertion that the time if
ripe for the United States to ask European countries to relinquish possession of their colonics in the western
hemisphere.
"It is very doubtful if ever again
the United States will be In a bettet
condition to ask favors of Europe
than it in at present," said Mr. Sherrill, In referring to the fact that European nations were seeking financial
assistance in this country ai nevet
before; and he declared the 'United
. V
A
j
States owed it to her sister republics
to ask Europe "to release to the sov- SEE FINISH OF STEAM
ereignty of the peoples themselves
ull colonial territory in thn western
hemisphere."
RAILROAD MEN PUT THEIR FAITH
Mr. Sherrill went oo far as to sugIN ELECTRICITY.
gest that if financial considerations
were Involved the United States might
meet the. cost. Tho speaker did not
make it entirely clear whether he would includo Canada In the bargaining Many Advantages Claimed for the
for independence, saying only: "Canada can have her Independence whenNewer Power. Especially In Certain
ever she likes it. but continues her connection with the British empire by her
Sections of the Country Some
own volition."
Mr. Sherrill spoke mora particularly of freedom for the
Arguments Advanced.
CJulanas, British Honduras and such European colonies.
Railroad men ure looking forward
to the time when electric engines will
supplant those of steam equipment.
GERMANY'S "SPHINX"
Especially la this thn expectation on
mountain divisions containing long,
steep grades, and closn to natural waThey call him "The Sphinx'' In
Germany that quiet, unassuming man
ter power sites. The electric engine
can pull a heavier load becauso of Its
with the square jaw and the clear
superior number of driving wheels.
blue, penetrating eyes, who next to
One of the eluctrlc engines weighs
Marshal von Hindenburg is the
200 tons and pulls a truln of 2.600 tons
most popular military leader in GerA double
up a 1 per cent grade.
many today. Like Von Hindenburg,
header will drag the same load up
Lieut. Gen. August ton Mackensen was
I
vfr
jjJMM.
even a 2 per cent grade.
practically unknown even In Germany
until he penetrated the iron ring of
The engineers have calculated that
the Russian forces around Iodz early
the electric engine has these advantages as compared with the steam
In January and achieved victories over
superior Russian forces at Lowicz and
equipment:
Wloclawek. His recent victories in
It operates with the highest effhave won for him the Iron Cross
iciency In the coldest weather, whon
of the first and second class and the
steam locomotives often freeze.
elevation to the highest distinction in
a
It returns by "regeneration"
the German army the title of field
largo part of tho power used In runmarshal.
ning up hill during the corresponding
Von Mackensen was born on Derun down hill.
cember 6, 1H49 being the second son
It requires inspection only once In
Merseburg,
of a "country gentleman" In
every 2,000 miles of travel, whereas
Saxony. His father intended to make
the steam locomotive must be overa lawyer out of htm. He graduated
hauled at tho end of each division.
from the gymnasium in Halle and then
It uses no coil, requires no water
attended the University of Berlin. In the fall of 1S69 he entered the Second and
has no ashes to dump.
regiment ot the Berliner "Leibhusaren," the favorite cavalry regiment of the
It carries no tender and has no
kaiser, to serve his one year of compulsory military service.
1 toller
and will run indefinitely at a
When war between Germany and Prance broke out In 1870 young
of speed.
was sent to the front as a private. A few weeks afterward he dis- uniform rate
It reduces roundhouse tinkering to
tinguished himself in battle and was promoted to a lieutenancy. During the
thn minimum and hnmlles uniform ton
Lieutenfamous charge of the Prussian and Saxon cavalry at
ant von Mac kenscn's bravery was brought to the notice of Emperor William nage irrespective of weather.
It does away with fuel trains and
I, who rewarded him with the Order of the Red Eagle and promoted him to
a captaincy. Before the war was over he had been made colonel of the regi- clears the tracks for traffic that pays
dividends.
ment in which he had been a private.
Tho best steam locomotive has to
Von Mackensen Is a deep thinker. He invariably maps out a phase ot the
campaign, and plans every detail and every move In the quiet of his tent be overhauled after running 100 or 12!
miles, whereas the immunity of the
electric engine from this necessity is a
heavy advantage In operating effl
WEEKS FOR CHEAP POSTAGE
elency.
A steam locomotive waiting at a dl
vision point consumes 80 per cent of
Planning to aid legitimate busi- the fuel It uses in actual servico
ness to throw off the depressing ef- whereas the electric locomotive when
fects of the European war, Senator Idlo consumes no power. The freeing
John W. Weeks of Massachusetts, an of the track from fuel trains is an ele
aspiring candidate for the Republican ment of the highest Importance, espe
prcsjdential nomination, has proposed dally In mountainous country where
tho reduction of postage on letters in- double tracking Is often Impossible.
tended for local delivery from two
cents to one cent. The reduction,
Tipperary Wins.
the senator believes, would be espeKvelyn, whose home
cially advantageous to all lines ol
is in Crawforilsville, hail missed prac
local business.
For many years tho senator was tlce for the Children's day exercises
chairman of the house committee on Nevertheless, she was there on Sun
post olllces and post roads. He is at day to take a part.
When tho little folk took their
present a leading member ot the cor
responding committee of the senate. places on tho big platform Evolyn
managed to occupy the central post
"Aside from business created by
At tho sound of thn organ all
the demands of the Kuropean war and tion.
the childish voices burst fcrth In
business concerning the manufacture song.
She listened eugorly in an at
of some specialties like automobiles," tempt
to catch the tune, hut to no
said Senator Weeks, "the United
avail.
Possessed of a singing voice
States Is not in a prosperous condi and
a song spirit, she rcsired to use
tion. Without the war business this
Valiantly she stepped
the former.
country would undoubtedly be in
forth from the line and In a high key
legislative
condition of great commercial depression. We should adopt a
began "It's a Long, Long Way to Tip
course encouraging business without detriment to the Individual.
perary."
A
race en
"Cheaper postage on local delivery letters would aid small and large bus!
sued, "Scatter Sunshine," ensemblo
nesses alike. This alone would amply Justify the government in taking the being outclassed by
the
step. And In all other ways the government should be helpful In business plng
march song sung ly our little
affairs, not coercive and repressive."
girl. Rehoboth Sunday iiorald.
a
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CZARINA CURED BY THE WAR
It Is no secret that the mind of
the czarina of Russia has been seri-

ously affected for many years past.
She was subject to a marked form of
melancholia, with other mental peculiarities. Physicians who had examined
her feared that she was drifting luto
hopeless Insanity.
And now, miracle of miracles!
Her mental sickness has bi:rj completely cured by the war. That which
has brought such unspeakable woe
and misery to millions of people hits
brought relief to the once unhappy
czarina.
It IS the serious hard work sk
has been doing as a war nurse that
has benefited the czarina's mind.
Coming Into close contact with pain
and grim reality, with human patience
and human weakness has lifted her out
t
of her life of morbid
entra
terrors, bin.
tion and exaggerated
made her a normal human belli.
The czarina has gone into
nursing in a most serious and .'(I'cii-i- :
pltal of her own, known as tin- (
vUlago where the famous huiiim' r pui;
self-con-

ui
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-
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established a hot
Tsarsko
tk.o, Hit
situated

USE THE AUTOMATIC

STOKER

Western Railroad the First to Adopt
the Device on Anything Like a
Large Scale.
The Chicago, llurlington & Quiiu
railroad has equipped tiOO of its )oei
motives with nn automatic stoker tlmt
consists of a Bnmll conveyor, set m u
trough, which runs from the coal ten
der to the front of tho firebox, scooping tho coal from the pile and carry nit
It forward. At the firebox tho coal i
forced Into another conveyor tbut
leeds the fuel Into the furnace throus-l- i
three spouts, two of which are near
the front of the furnace, to spmad the
coal forward, and one is near the (
ter, to spread the coal over the roai ol
the grate. Ity means of this meciun
Ism, it is said, the coal can be distributed as evenly as by tho nioxt
skillful hand filing. The device, of
course, does not obviate the use ot u
fireman, but relieves him ot much
work, transforming him into a helper
for oiling, signaling, etc. If the um
of the stoker becomes general it is ft
pet ted to affect the price of coal. Kail
roads have hitherto used lump coul
for engine fuel, the same size as used
in households and In 75 per cent ol
stationary steam plants. The auto
miitlc stoker uses a grade ot coul
known here as screenings or slu k
If tho railroads, which u.o about
per cent of the lump cool mined in
the I'nlted States, turn their rcquiu-mnn- t
to line con!, the law ot supply
and demand may bring about an in
crease in the price of fine coal and a
decrease In the price of lump coal
On the other hand there may be ao
Increase, in the price of coke and gnu
as a result of the entrance of the rail
roads into tho market for "screen
lugs," which tho gas and coke makoiK
have hitherto been able to buy at low
price because thero wns little demand
for it. Inasmuch as the fine coal con
stittited only about 3& per cent of ihf
total coul mined, the railroads' demand of 25 per cent of the total may
revrso present valuations. As a
of the gradual Installation of an
tomntlc stokers by factories a wrltt i
in the Illustrated World states thui
the price of fine coal has Increased in
ten years from 20 to 75 cents a ton.
Safety First.
Martin Littleton
tells thn story of a railway that wuh
built through an obscure part of the
West, where no railway had over hwl
tho hardihood to venture before. On
the day the first englno ran over the
linn with its train, the engineer, uri
pulling out fro:n a small way station,
discovered that a country boy wax rid
ing a horse between the rails a short
distance ahead.
The engineer sounded his whiHilt
again and again, but the rider only
lashed his horse into a gallop am)
made nn effort to turn off Into tin
farm lands that flanked the right t
way. At the end of a mile-lonchuno,
the engine was so close upon the lnl
oring horse that the cowcatcher nl
most touched its heels. The pesti n
engineer leaned out of bis cab windi w
and yelled:
"You Idiot! Why don't you get .1
the track?"
Over his shoulder the frightened
youth flung back a desperate retort
"Naw, sir! Kf ever you git me out
yamlcr on that thar ploughed ground
you'll ketch me in a minute!"
Youth's Companion.
1

I

Through Many Perils.
Railroader's Life Short.
For a series of genuine hard-lot.- .
The working life of tho, averuge lo- Incidents, It would be difficult to sm
comotive engineer is only uleven years pass those of a young woman
resident
and seven days, according to figures of Dfepwuter. Having gone to tin
collected by the Insurance department
cistern to pump a pall of water, tin
of the llrotherhood of Locomotive Enplatform broke, letting; her fall inuassociation,
gineers, a
tile water, which was more than ten
memwhich carries insurance for its
feet deep. When she came to ttir
bers amounting to $145,000,00,).
surface he grasped the pump chain
Tor the last ten years the engineers' The chain broke. She next caught
insurance fund paid out for accidental hold of the cistern pipe and It gave
deaths Incurred as a result of service way. The woman's father
then caou.
nearly $5,000,000.
to her assistance and lowered a ropti.
It has recently been calculated that The rope broke and she went under
out of every 100 men who start as again. Finally a ladder was obtain)
firemen only seventeen bocome engi- and the bedraggled maiden climbed
ti
neers, and that out ot every 100 who safety. Kansas City
Time.
beengineers
only
finally becomo
six
come passenger engineers.
Nervous Diseaae.
Doctors divide nervous diseases itiii
Swinging Semaphore Displaced.
two great groups. The first group run
The swinging semaphore on the sists of maladies due to some physical
railroads is being displaced and elec- disorder directly affecting the nervoitr
tric lights indicating the semaphore system. Neuritis and locomotor atan.i
positions are being used instead. The are examples of nervous diseases rt
latter are r:ore plainly visible.
t'als sort.
The second group compri- es dlsii"
New Use for Loer motive.
in which the nervous
yn(e:;. thn' eh
Apparatus by which n locomotive originully sound, functiors tn
i f
u
as
run be utilize!
various reasons. The Miitici p;i i boplan tins been Invented by a German dies of this group am hysitrr. , ailroad man
'asthenia and iisvcbuxihcnia
vncuui.-.cleanin-
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Notice of First Meeting
of Creditors

Married
Avery pretty and quiet marri-

age eeremony was performed by
Rev. Taylor, of Farwell, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. G. D.
Curry, 4 miles south of Texico,
at 6 p. m. December 8th, which
made Miss Bessie Lera Curry
and Mr. Silas E. Ross husband
and wife. Miss Lennie Curry
and James H. Curry were
bride's maid and best man.
Those present were J. F. Curry
and family. A. J. Curry and
family, Mr. Vincent Haddock, a
nephew of Mrs. Geo. Curry and
Miss Minnie Monday.
Mrs. Ross is well and favorably known in Eastern New
Mexico and wins friends where-eve- r
she (roes. Mr. Ross is a
prosperous ranchman, of Judson
N. M. Mr. and Mrs. Ross will
leave the last of this week for
their future home near Judson,
N. M.

Kitchen Cabinet
For every dollars worth of
Groceries purchased we will give
100 votes on the big sanitary
Kitchen Cabinet and for every
dollar spent for our graniteware
we will give 500 votes.
It

For Sale
50 pure bred white rock hens
and pullets, heavy laying strains.
Address box 32,
$1.00 each.
25-tClovis.
f.

Plumbing. Repair prompt and
satisfactory. Phone 72.

STAR MEAT MARKET

...Our Man About Town...

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF
THE UNITED STATES FOR
The Clovis Woman's Club will
THE DISTRICT OF
next Tuesday with Mrs.
meet
NEW MEXICO.
Castle.
In the matter of)
John Holland is in the city
Samuel Keryte) No. 208
from California, visiting rel)
Bankrupt.
atives.
To the creditors of Samuel
J. B. Moses, of Crosby, Texas,
Keryte of the City of Clovis, and is in the city looking for an inthe County of Curry, and the vestment
district aforesaid, a Bankrupt:
Miss Maybelle Pearson returnNotice is hereby given that on
Monday from the California
ed
the 9th day of November, A. D.
expositions.
Keryte
was
1915, said Samuel
J. J. Harrison, of Wichita,
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and
the first meeting of his creditors Kansas, was in the city the first
will be held at the office of Pat-to- of the week.
and Bratton, in the City of S. R Cooper, of Jackson
Clovis,. New Mexico, on the 29th county Oklahoma, is here lookday of December, A. D. 1915 at ing for a location.
the hour of nine o'clock in the
Dr. Jenkins, cattle inspector
forenoon, at which time and for this district, was in the city
place the said creditors may aton official business Tuesday.
tend, prove their claims appoint
H. E. and A. F. Roach were
a trustee, examine the Iiankrupt
and transact such other business in the city with a load of grain
as may come before said meet- today, from the Field neighborn

Cleanliness, Freshness, Purity
OUR HOBBY
Give Us a Call

Wanted: Will pay Ave cents
a piece for gallon syrup buckets
2tJ
with friction tops.
Model Grocery.
A. A. Allen, a prospector from
Vernon, Texas, is in the city today. Mr. Allen is favorably impressed with this country.

W. H. Hunter, of Fort Sumner
is in the city today with a
T5nsaBBmmm"m
coup! 9 of cars of cattle which he

Phone 27

-

west Grand Avenue,
'JP1

"'

brought from Nogalea Arizona.
W. B. Buchanan, one of the
big truck growers in the Portales
project was in the city Tuesday
visiting his friend J. B. Morris.
Mr. Harper, of Oklahoma, has
purchased the B. F. Viers half
section 11 miles from town.
The deal was made by the Stewart land company.

Ivan Holland arrived this week
to make his
from Oklahoma,
home on the Holland ranch near
hood.
Clovis. He is the son of Mrs.
ing.
M.
N.
this
Dated at Roswell.
Oscar Wilson from Boll County Pattie H. Holland.
10th day of November, A. D. Texas, was here the first of the
Masonic
protective
Found:
1915.
week looking for land invest- association badge No. 103866 by
David W. Ellitt,
ments.
J, J. Mills, while excavating in
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Owner can have
Guy Roberson, of Hagerman. east Clovis.
It
was hpre this week to purchase same by paying for this ad.
Round
Oak Heaters and seven cars of maize, kaffir and
Ben Moss and Bobby Koontz
Ranges. The best is the cheap- feterita.
were in Melrose Monday to atest,
f
Miss Hortense Tate has actend the wedding of Perry Moss
Barry Hardware Co.
cepted a position with the
Miss Btlva Blue.
and
The
Apples, those Ben Davis kind, Southwestern Drug Store durgroom iithe brother of Ben Moss
ing the holidays.
at 90 cents per bushel.
cf Clovis and the bride is a sister
McFarlins Grocery.
H. M. Bainer, agricultural dem- of Mrs. Crawford Turner of this
List your property, land or onstrator for the Santa Fe with city. Judge Herschel Downing,
livestock with W. L. Mansfield, headquarters at Amariilo, was of Melrose, performed the
in the city Wednesday.
f
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fact,
All the talk In the wirH c:rni..t down thin one hitf
tei:ti iff l o mis ih..i,h by the Army and
namely, trwit aftir aevrre ciininE-v.iv- e
?
K,iry Ivaiusc of us mirhit inrcrniril.
KarkeJ ar.jvsriorit.v! Oct that Don't buy
another but a CU'-- iti the :utr ..:u;owa.c inti.i i.mttlit qunkeat to get into ation.
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R. R. DUNCAN

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath

OlT.ce

t--

t--

17,

AUTOMATIC

--

Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Soecial attention
given to diseases of women,
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREE

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. lies. 3'JO.

Office 103

j

DENTIST
Opposite P.
Phone 89.

O.

NEW MEX.

CLOVIS,

W. A. Gillenwater

2

LAWYER
New Mexico

New Mexico. Clovis.

Clovis,

T

SHOP EARLY AND AVOID THE RUSH
Patronize these merchants and these business men and help to keep prosperity in this country. Some of those whose
advertisements appear belew will offer special inducements to holiday shoppers. The News guarantees their reliability and asks you to give them a chance. They will duplicate any mail order prices, quality of goods and service
considered.

LODGE DIRECTORY

Watches, Diamonds, Silverware,
Cut Glass, Hand Painted China,
JEWELRY
at MONEY SAVING
Everything new and
PRICES. You lose if you don't see our stock before
buying. Expert repairing and diamond setting.
Leepy Building.

...Visit Our New Store...
For Clean. Fresh. Staple Articles in Groceries, we are
headquarters. Our facilities for serving you are absolutely perfect: If you are not a patron, try us.

McFarlin's Grocery

"SSS'

I

'7

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night
at Masonic Hall.

XAV iWXVV

"Wl,
P. A. Lashier, W. M.

'

No. 31

4

upon request.

fcrls E. Forbes,

R. B. Stanton, N. G.

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.
No. 1244.

John Prichard, E. R.

MISFITS

at Elks

Home every 2nd and 4th
Wednesday night.
Fritz B. Herod, Secretary.

Whitetower Lodge
W. O. W. No. 36.

Auctioneer.

I have just received from the famous E. E. Strauss Tailoring
Company, of Chicago, a big shipment of

MISFIT SUITS, PANTS. ODD COATS.
ODD VESTS AND OVERCOA TS WHICH
I AM SELLING AT BARGAIN PRl'ES
Next Door to
Clovis National Bank

H. BELL

Vegetables, Fruits,
Produce, etc.

Luke Morton, C.

We buy and

ship

Broom Corn Brokers
Clovis Phone 392.
WAREHOUSES

CLOVIS,

$00

Store

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables
Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

CUT GLASS.

IVORY, ETC.

Telephone 58.

W. n. DUCKWORTH, Owaer.
line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is
in
our
us
Wedciiver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from

j

.aJfc.

FARWELL.

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

The Southwestern Drug Company
The

-

WALKER'S MARKET

No. 770.
at Praetorian Hall
J. R- - Elmore. Rec

PORTALES.

We sell Groceries and solicit your
patronage. Best Foods, Lowest
Prices. - - - Call Phone 29.

Clovis Council Praetorians
Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights
Fuqua, S. A.
S.
A.

-

A. B. Austin, Prop.

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

C.

MELROSE,

The Moclel Grocery

money
BOOKS, STATIONERY.
SOUVENIRS,
CURIOS.
TALKING MACHINES, INDIAN GOODS.

Free Delivery

hog.

A. L. Gurley Go.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Wednesday night
in Woodmen Hall.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
your
refunded"
or
"satisfaction guaranteed

KODAKS

Meats of All Kinds

Meets every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Luke Morton', Secretary.

Meets
C. R. HERRIN
will havs a public sal. at his farm, eight
mile north and two mils west of Clovis
on Decsmbar loth. Will sand sals bill

7.

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

Clovis Lodge I. O. O. F.

w

PHONE

Central Meat Go.

Clovis Lodge A. F. and
A. M., No. 40.

up-toda-

DENHOF JEWELRY CO.

FREE DELIVERY

sent with the order.

BfiUKBl

Every member of the family will be
happy with a talking machine

You can make someone very happy
with a kodak

if

'

i

n rir","irrnrii

MaOMMMMMMIT

W

ui in

i

Store

From $15.00 up, on monthly payments if you like

BOOKS

FOR THE CHILDREN

Fiction, Bibles, Testaments, Story
Books, ABC Books, Speakers,
Picture Books

Dolls, Doll buggies, books. Games,

FOR HER

Kew-pie-

From $1.00 up

LEATHER GOODS
Pillow Tops, Hand bags, Table
Mats, banners, Mocasins

Sewing Sets, Dishes, Hobby Horses,
Chairs, Irish Mail, Air Guns, $1.00

Watch, Pianos, Teddy bears,

Felt Goods

s,

Doll beds. Cradles

Perfumes, Cut Glass, Toilet Sets,

Leather Goods,

Parisian Ivory,

Tgfc"

FOR HIM

It Will Pay You

Chafing
Pictures,
box Paper,
Dishes, Candy, Casserole, Kodak,
Hand Painted China, Indian Goods
Books, Manicure Sets

1

Razor, Knife, Collar bag, Tie Rack
Pipe Rack, Pipes, Cigars, books,
Toilet Sets, Writing Sets, Pocket
books, bill books

We

To visit us before you buy.
have so many things we can't tell
you about.

The Southwestern Drug Gom any
IVAN G. BRIDGES, LELAND CHAPA1AN
RICHARD COSH, HORTENSE TATE

To Literary and Debating
Societies
You, who think that your
literary and debating societies
are not beneficial should be
awakened to the fact that they
give the very fundemental
principals upon which the boys
and girls will have to perform
public duties by the time they
are men and women. Think of
the progress our country has
made within the last generation
and how much more we will advance in the next generation.
I cannot give enough encouragement to a society which
train the youths for their future
The best time
advancement.
for training is in youth. Of
course boys and girls are more
easily discouraged than a man
or woman, but if thev have a
few "I will" com rads they are
We
soon ready to try again.
disthe
miss
can not expect to
couragements for they are stive
to come and the best way to
treat them is to pass them up as
nothing, for the more you think
of them the larger they become
Those who have had no experience in literary and debating
work should not start out thinking they will exeeil the ir neighbors' exrcrieiiced debaters and
elecutionists in a few weeks or
months for if they do thy may
be sadlly disappointed and cause
the destruction of their society.
Those tint achieve greatness do
not do so on the very beginning
but instead they go forward step
by stop until their climax has
been reached, then comes their
just reward. Never feel as if
s
there is no room for your
are striving to succeed; all
the seats of success shall never
com-rad-

be occupied.

Selfishness should never enter
into your society. Attend the
meetings of other societies for
there is always something new
to learn. An experienced per

CL0VIS, NEW MEXICO

W. H. DUCKWORTH, Owner
I

son or any other person should

not laugh at mistakes made at
meetings in which they are not
concerned, but should always be
ready to speak an encouraging
word. It should be impressed
upon everybody's mind that,
whether you speak discouraging-lor encouragingly, the words
will not be forgotten. Societies
should not boast over their victory when contesting. If they
deserve praising others will
praise them.
Thomas C. Gallagher.
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District Court
District Judge Grandville A.
Richardson came up yesterday
to hold a short session of district
court. There will be no juries
this session which is for the purpose of hearing motions, arguments and matters which can be
disposed of before the Judge.
Court stenographer. Miss Estes.
came up several days ago to
visit her sister.

man named Land was
by the deputy
here
Unitid Stites Marshall Hudspeth
this morning fer delivery to
SheriU" Moyu to servo a, term of
about four months for embezz'e-men- t
committed in Eddy county
four or live years ago. Land
escaped after commiting the
crime, but became conscious
stricken and returned for his
punishment,
lie plead guilty
before the federal judge at Albuquerque and was given the
sentence. lie did not want to
return to Carlsbad and was allowed to serve his term in the
Curry county jail.

Harrison, from near

"September

Morn." Lyceum

dealer, has moved his stock into
Commissioner Curren.
the building recently vacated by
"September Morn," Lyceum the Lone Star Lumber Company.
Theater, Tuesday December 14. He is arranging the lumber sheds
AbDaniels, who formerly con- for a wagon yard and will give
the farmers free use of the
ducted the Star Market at
Grocery, has returned wagon scales.
from Koswell and has again
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Prichett
opened a market.
are here from Amarillo, having
C. E. Dennis, manager of the motored down Tuesday evening.
Union Mortgage Company weat Mr. Prichett, who was formerto Santa Fe the first of the week ly with the Union Mortgag
to attend a meeting of the Board Company, is now employed in
of Penitentiary Commissioners the collecting department with
the J. I. Case Company.
of which he is a member.
The recital of the New Mexico
Conservatory of music, that was
postponed last Tuesday night on
account of the inclemency of the
weather, will be given Tuesday
night of next week Dec. 14th in
of the year.
the Presbyterian church. Ad.1. Moriarity. of Elmira, New
York, was in the city several mission Free.
days the first of the week look
Four candidates were enitiated
ing after his property. He owns into the mysteries uf Elkdom
the vacant lots on the corner Wednesday right, after wkich
west of the Owen building.
refreshments
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Curley left About fifty members of the
Sunday for Canada, where they order witnessed the ceremonies.
will reside in the future. Mr The candidates are said to be
Gurley sold his interest in the satisfied that they got all that
tailor shop to Mr. Smith, who is wa9 coming.
now sole proprietor.
The News man,- in company
with DellHouk and Tom Reagan
E.
made a trip to the breaks Sunday. The wheat on most of the
LAND LAWYER
farms in the northern part of
county is in fine shape and many
If vou expect diUiculty
places are getting well improved.
in making proof, let me
J. D. Spears and Chas M.
help you. Contest work
s
Sttser, of Portales, were in
a specialty. Twj years
Friday and bought the
Register of U. S. Land
Griffeth Harness and Repair
Eight years exOffice.
Shop. They and their families
perience as U. S. Comwill move here in a few days
and open the shop, where they
missioner.
will do all kinds of repairing of
harness, saddles etc. Shoe reCLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
pairing may be added later,
No taxes can be received by

A

The Ladies Aid Society of the
Christian Church will hold their
Bazaar and Dinner on December
16th. Everybody invited. Place
will be announced later.

A.

the county treasurer until the
assessment rolls are ready. It
is not expected that the books
will be in shape before the first

He Gave Up
bri'.i.rh

James

Hollene, was in from his place Theater, Tuesday December 14.
Monday making application to
J. W. Hunter, the second hand
prove up on his claim before

President Wilson, who delivered his message to Congress
Wednesday. The congressionnl air was ch irged with the seriousa nation at peaee, in a world
ness of the business of legislating
aflame with war and surrounded willi almost endless possibilities.
Uoscoe Stewart has accepted a
position with the Ilunton Drug
Praetorian's regular meeting .Store, which will be open and
Speci:!
tionday night 13th.
ready for business in a few
prize contest and Lad its will days.
Ail Praeserve refreshment.

Praetorian Contest

Hilly Johnson, the red haired,
torians urged tobeprestnt and
bald headed, socialist barber, is
bring your (iuards.
buck at the Go vie Barber shop,
A. S. Fuqua. S. A.
B. M. Uiizendine, Kec.
after an absence of about a year
in Kansas.
Several lights, one cutting
L. C. Sheriff and Chess Crain
and one near cutting
?crfpe
went to Amarillo Tuesday in the
reported in police
scrape
were
Michigan Car, which Mr. Sheriff
week.
purchased from the Union Mort- court this
"September Morn" seat sale
gage Company recently. They
made an average of 28 miles an opens Saturday Southwestern
Drug Store.
hour on the trip,

Arthur

Curren

Clo-vi-

L

The Clovis News
The News Prin tine Company

J

H.

Publishers.
Curren. Political Editor.

Entered at the post office at
as second class
matter under the act of March
81879.
Clovis, N. M.

or combination. It is not the
"awficial awgin" of some that
inhabit the court house at stated
intervals, but it is the official
newspaper of the people of
Curry County and is always
awake to their interests. It will
support the present county organization because they are op
posed to rottenness in politics
and have demanded a square
deal.

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION

A wisely conducted newspaper
11.00 is like a meal says an exchange.
One Year
60c Everything is served up with a
dx Months
Help yourself
view to variety.
to what you want and do not
ADVERTISING RATES
condemn the entire spread beDisplay ads 15 cts. per inch.
pickles and onions may be
cause
Special rates on advertising
included.
If you do not relish
contracts.
somebody
them
else may find
8
Local readers 1st insertion
Be generous
palatable.
them
cts. per line.
enough
to select
broad
Each subsequent insertion 5 and

gracefully such reading matter
from newspapers as will be
agreeable to your mental taste.
Democratic in Politics You. as an individual, are not
compelled t o swallow everyEighteen months of war and thing. We do not all think alike
not a K ing killed. Those crown- on every subject and it is a good
ed heads are lucky.
thing, as it makes more variety,
and variety is the spice of
The News is a day late this
existence.
week on account of the rush in
holiday printing and an extra
President Wilson stole a march
demand for advertising space.
on the Republicans when he
General Villa is like the flea. came out in favor of preparedThey have him and then they ness. If the President had not
He refuses to stay been in favor of preparedness
haven't.
dead notwithstanding frequent the Republicans would. As it is
it leaves them less grounds to
reports of his glorious end,
cts. per line.

attack his policy

If a few dozen of those Counts
or No Counts succeed in getting
killed in the war, the American
heiresses will not have such a
large assortment from which to
pick a husband.
Each day brings a.r, influx of
homeseekers to this section of
As there is no
the country.
open free land to homestead
here, many who are unable to
buy, proceed to points further
west.

Whether or not the Germans
are right in this war, we must
admire their unity and the
thought that they are fighting
No
for their very existance.
people could do such battling
unless they thought that their
cause was just.
The scattered band9 of Villa
troops in the states of Sonora
and Chihuahua will continue a

gurilla warefare for sometime to
come and will doubtless destroy
and loot more American property
than was done during the entire
preceeding period of the war.
The News would advise the
Curry County farmer to make
proof on his land a9 soon as
residence will allow, if he has a
price and expects to sell. It is
a difficult matter to dispose of a
relinquishment these days. The
News will make out your application free of charge.

"Be sure you are right and
then go a head," is an adage as
old as the hills. There can be
no question that you will be
right if you invest in Curry

and
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Notice of Contest.
Department of the Interior United Stales Land
Office. Fort Sumner, New Mexico, Nov. 22. 191S.
To Fred B. Lancaster, record Address. Clovis,
N. U. Contestee:
You are hereby noli nod that B. O. Glaser,
who gives Clovis, New Mexico, as his poet-offiaddress, did on October, 19th. 1916, file in
thla office his duly coroteistid application
to contest and secure the cancellation of your
Homestead,
Entry No.
Serial No. 0973".
made July, 19th. 1911. for 8 E.
Section 2".
Township 4 N.. Range 35 E.. N. M. P. Meridian,
and as grounds for his contest he allegsa that
said entym on abandoned raid land for a period
over of one year last past and preceding the
date of this Contes'. that he has failed to com
ply with the Act of June the nth. 1912, and has
failed to cultivate one sixteenth and one eighth,
of the total aroa as retiuired by siiid act.
Ynu are. therefore, further notific.l thut the
said allegations will be taken by this nflee as
having been confessed by you, and your aaid
entry will be canceled thereunder without your
further right to be heard therein, cither before
this office or on appcul, if you fall to Ale in thin
office within twenty days nfter the FOURTH
publication of this notice, as shown below, your
answer, under outh. aperiflcally meeting and
responding to these allegations of contest, or if
you fail within that time to lile in thia olhredue
proof that you have served n copy of your answer on the contestant either In person or by
registered mull. If this service la made by the
dolivury of a copy of your answer to tho contestant in person, proof of such service must be
either the said lonttstant's written acknnwl-edKnieof his receipt of the opy, showing the
datu of itt roceiut, or the nflVtnvil of the person
by whom the delivery was made mating when
ami where the copv was delivered; if msde by
registered mail, proof of such service must cod-slof the utliilavit of the person by whom the
copy was mailed stating when and the post office
to which it waa mailed, and this affidavit must
be accompanied by the postmaster's receipt for
the letter.
You should state In your answer tho name of
the post office to which you desire future notices
to be sent to you.
A. J. Evans. Register.
Date of first publication December 3, I91R
" " second
December 10, 1915
" December 17. 1916
" " third
" December 24, 1916
" " fourth

I

Many of Our Holiday Goods
ARE NOW ON DISPLAY
You can pick a present for wife, mother, sister of for
your best girl. Buy something useful this year. We
have a splendid line of nice Holiday Foods, which includes fancy sets, work baskets, dolls and other articles too numerous to mention.

New Dresses
Our new dresses which we mentioned last week have arrived and are ready for
your inspection. They include afternoon and evening dresses and those for
the six o'clock dinner and the ball room. We have waists of every description
in a big shipment which has just arrived. Other novelties for ladies' attire,
VISIT OUR STOSE

Osborne & Wright

.

Notice for Publication.

I

Notice for Publication.

I

Notice of Sale
Whereas the District oourt of Curry County,
New Mexico. n the 2nth day of September l'.d5
rendered judgment ajrainat Ur. A L. Dillun.
David Wire, liertie Wire. Lewis Wire. C'hriss
Wire Anil Henry Wire, a Minor and whereas it Is
provided In sold judgment that the estate of
Louis Wire deceased. Is indebted to J. w. Uruner
In the turn of $r2f.10 and also in the sum of $H7.(f
as Attorney's fees being a total Judgment In
favor of the said J. W. Hruner against the estate
of Louis Wire, deceased. In the sum of 712,10
and also for coat in the suit mentioned below
2fi,lu bear Interest
and that said judgment for
at the rate of 10 per cent per annum from September 2th 1116 until paid, and the judgment for
SM7.00
as Attorney's fees bear 6 per cent Interest
per annum from September 8Htb 19111 until paid,
in a foreclosures suit against the said Dr. A. L.
Dillon. David Wire, flertle Wire. Lewis Wire.
Chriss Wire, Henry Wire, a Minor. Defendant!,
by J. W. Urucer. Plaintiff being eause number
824 in said Court and the Court In said Judgment
and decree ordered ard decreed that the property
of said Louis Wire, deceased, mentioned below
David
and now belonging to his heirs
Wire. Bertie Wire. Lewis Wire, Christ) Wire and
Henry Wire, a Minor, mentioned above, be sold
according to law to satisfy said judgment and
E, H. Kobinson was by the Court appointed
Special Master to advertise and sell said property
according to law.
Now, Therefore. NOTICE is hereby given that
1. the undersigned
Special Master, will on Wednesday the 6th day of January 1916 at the hoar
of ten o'clock in th forenoon at the front door of
the Curry County Court House InChvie. Curry
County, New Mexico, sell at publle aoctlon to

the highest bkldtr. for cash the following det:
Lot number 10 of Block
scribed property
number 16. of the West Clovis Addition to the
town of Clovis. New Mexico, to satisfy said Judg.
ment and all costs aad Attorney's fee.
Witness my hand thla 2nd day of December

to guarantee its stability and
future permanency.

1915.

and select your paper and instruct him what type to use and
all the little details you will get
a botch job. A printer working
under instructions from ane who
knows nothing about the business, no matter if he is an expert, cannot get out a neat job.

Non coal land.

Department of the Interior, V. S. Land Office
at FortSumnei. N. M., November Sib, .916.
Noliee is hereby given that Jacab P. Ruichart,
of Clovis. N. M., who. on Nov. nth. IM'i, made
Original Homestead Entry. No. OT.'M.
M
1.4. Bee. 14. T 4. N. Km E. N. P. M. and
11112.
made additional Homestead
October 12th.
Entry No. OK44 for N W -4 Section 14
Township 4 N. Ksnge S4 E. N . M. P. has lied
notice of intention to mike Final Five-yea- r
Proof, to est ibllsh claim to the land above de
scribed, before W. J. Cu rren. U. S. Commission
er In hlsOfflce at Clovis, N. M.. on the find day
of December. 1915.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ed F. Chandler. Claud N. M.: Robert H. Bne II- Ings, of Clovis. N. M.; Elmer A. Gurley. of Clo
vis. N. M. and Charles Brady, of Claud. N. M.
Nov. 11. Dec 17.
A. J. Evans. Register.

quently less campaign thunder.
Bryan's peace at any price policy
would just have suited the republicans if all the democrats
had adopted it, but Bryan is losing ground and his politics are
not now as seriously considered
as they were at one time. The
more Bryan opposes Wilson, the
stronger it will make the latter's
chances for reelection.
The
Commoner cannot take the
strength from the democratic
party that Roosevelt did from In The District Court of Curry
the Republican party last elecCounty New Mexico
tion but there is no question that A. W. Canfll Plaintiff.
No. 901.
he is seeking to disrupt it. The P. W. Boonevs. Lon Reagan
and
Deft.
present European war taught us
NOTICE OF PENDENCY OF SUIT
the lesson of preparedness in THE STATE OF NEW MEXICO TO LON
REAGAN. GREETING:
ample time to avoid disaster.

County soil at the present low
prices or in Clovis realty. The
country is developing fast and
the town has resources sufficient

When you want a good job of
printing done just take your
copy to a printer and tell him to
do you a good job, and ha will.
If you think you know more
about the business than he does

Notice For Publication.

E. H. ROBINSON.

Dee.
Special Master.

FOR

Picture Framing
AND

Furniture Repairing
See A. M. Brown, 214 S. Main
street, under the Gadson hotel.
Will pay cash for second hand

goods.

The News is the only Clovis
Seats for "September Morn,"
newspaper that does not wear at the Southwestern,
Better
the collar of some ring, clique get yours early.

You will take notice thst suit has been filed
against you in the District Court of the fifth
judic'al district of the auto of Now Mexico, in
and for (the County of Curry, wherein A. W.
Canfll Is Plaintiff and P. W. Boone and Lon
Ruagan are defendant, said cause being numbered 901 upon the civil docket of euid court.
The general objects of said action are as follows: The Plaintiff seeks to foreclose a mortgage
executed and delivered by tbe defendant, P. W.
Boone, to the Plaintiff on the loth day of Decern bar 1914 for the su-- of 1.11.01 with interest
thereon at the rate of 10 per cent per annum from
the loth day of Dec, 1914, and CK.00 additional
upon said amount for attorney's fees as provided
for in said not and mortgage herein sued upon,
together with all cost of suit: that plaintiff's lien
and mortgage be declared first and prior lien
and superior and paramount to any right title or
Interest of any of tho said defendents, the said
defendent, Lon Reagsn claiming some Interest
in the property by subsequent deed of purchase,
subsequent to the execution and delivery of said
mortgage In which the said defendent Lon
Reagan, assumed the amount and all liability set
forth In said mortgage, aaid mortgage being
upon and conveying to said plaintiff, for the
security of said sums, the following described
NW
section 12. T. N., R.
real estate,
32 E. N. M. P. M.. containing 160 acres of land
according to the government survey thereof,
located in Curry County. New Mxk: and to
have said premises sold and the proceed of each
sale applied to the satisfaction of plaintiff's said
judgement and demaida, and If the proceeds
deriving from the sale of said land la insufficient
to satisfy Plaintiff's sail demands, that he have
a deficiency judgement against said defendanta
to satisfy all his said demands and for cost of
relief.
suit and far
You are further notified that unless you enter
your appearance in said cause on or before the
2Hth day of January 1916. judgement by default
will be rendered against you In aaid cause, and
the plaintiff will apply to theCiurt for reliif demanded In the complaint.
You are further notified that Com p ton and
Compton are attorneys for t e plaintiff and their
business address is Portales. New Mexico.
Witness my hsnd and seal of said court, this
the :9th day of November. 1915.
W. C. Zerwer, Clerk
Dec.
SEAL

Mandamus Pioceedings
Quite a number of Pot (ales
citizens are in town today to attend the mandamus proceedings
against C has Harris, one of the
Roosevelt County Commissioners
which is being heard before
A special
Judge Richardson.
levy has been assessed against
some Portales property abutting
on the sewerage and Commissioner Harrishas refused to allow it to be entered on the tax
rolls. The mandamus proceedings followed.
.

Department of the Interior. U 8 land office af
Ft Sumner. N. M.. Nov. 17th. 191S.
Notlea Is hereby el von that WMIium A. Ken
nedy. Clovis. N. M. who on April 14th. IHM) ma.ie
Original Homestead Entry No IWI92. UK 4 Sec.
2nd,
17. T.4N.R 85 E. N. M. P.M. and on April.
tntry. No.
Homestead
Additional
low
1 N. Range
TownHhlp
Hoe. 80.
nlllllfi, for NE
35 E. N. M. P.M. has filed notice of IntonUon to
proof on Orlgional und three
year
make final live
year proof on Additional, to establish claim to
the land shove described before W. .1. Curren.
In his olfice at
United States Commissioner
Clovis, New Mexico on the 2th day of December
1915.

Claimant names as witnesses:
Francis M. Rose. Elmer A. Ciurley. Leslie F
Simpson. Albert L. Moore, all of Clovis. N. M,
m.
N.
A. J . Evans. Register.

Non Coal

Market Report

Und.

Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Fort Sumner. N. M.. December 3rd, 1915.
Notice Is hereby given that Richard L. Bain, nf
Clovis, N. M
whe. on Febtirury lath. 1909
made Homestead Entry. No. nr.a.'.9 fur NW
Section 34. Township 4 N.. Range Jfi E.. N. M. P.
Meridian, has filed nutice of intention to make
Final Five Yeir Proof, to establish claim to the
land aliove described, before W. J. Curren. II. 8.
Commissioner, in his olbee at Clovis, N. M., on
the 12th day of January. 19IH.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Welter M. Msrnell. Arthur J. R.id, Joel W.
Davenport and
New Mexico.

J.

Register.

EVANS.

J. 8.

Non coal land

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior, U. 8. Land office
at Tucuaicari, N. M.. December 2nd, 1115,
Nolle, la hereby given that Ceorgo B. Coffin,
for the heirs of Edna M. Coffin, deceased, of

Department of the Interior. OB hnd office) at Grady N.M., who on Nov. 8 1912. made Home,
stead Entry. No. 015U36. for NE1-sectloa 10,
rert Sumner. N. M.. Nov. Ith. 1911.
Notice la hereby (Wen that Annie Raulle. Township 6 North. Range 36 East, N M P MerTexleo,
deceased,
of
idian, baa filed notice of Intention to make
Widow of William Rauli..
Proof, to establish claim to the
New. Moxleo, who on December. S2nd 10I. made three yemr
n.i-Ln- ..!
Ilmmail Entry Ho. 01311 for W 2 land above described, before 0. A. Scheurlck
Section 4 and on U. 8. Commissioner In his sale, at Clovis, N. M,
HB
see. I and E
SW
July Wth. I90J, mad. additional Homestead on Mm Hth day af January. 1116
H. IUI7 for E 1.2 8 W 4 and Lots 6 and Clesnaot names aa witnesses:
township I north, rang. 17 East.
, section J,
J. Daniel Roberta. Fred Cook. Riley Stout and
N. M. P. M. has filed notice of Intention to mass Peter Pelletler. all of Grady. N. M,
the
to
claim
nnof u establish
An.i
8
R. P. Denehoo. Register.
D
land above described before William J. Curren .
..
n.
Clovta,
in
office
his
Commissioner,
at
U. S.
on the 18th day of December, HI.
Bert Curless, painting, paper
Claimant namea aa witnesses:
Phone 254.
George W. Paul. Robert C. Vlnyard, Albert ng, kalsomining.
M.
4-Doollttle. James W. Bloekson. all of Tesleo. N.
t
A. 1. Evans. Register.

r.

fie..e

N1I-D1- 7

Notice For Publication
Non-co-

ee.
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ERLE E. FORBES
AUCTIONEER
Nothing to. large er too small to Mil
at auction. Have your goods ready
for Saturday's Bala.
CLOVIS,

IcoRREaroN-- j

ard

TAGS

NEW MEX.
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PROFESSIONAL

Swearingin

D. D.

)

will be in Clovis on 15th, 16th,
17th of each month treating
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fitting Glasses
.

M. Chapman

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Clovis,

Phone 95.
New Mexico.

DR. A. L. DILLON
Physician & Surgeon
Special attention to diseases of
the Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat
and Fitting Glasses.
Over Mears Pharmacy
Office Phone I6L Residence phone

1

New Mex

Dr. J. R. Haney
fiJitSj

t
tivw.

24cts

f

Clovis,

land.

Department of the Interior. U. S. Land Office
at Ft Sumner. N. M. November. 17. 1915.
Notice la hereby given that William H. Rutter,
of Clovis. N. M., who. on December 2 1909. msde
entry serial no. 07449 for southhomestead
west quarter, section 7 township 8 north, range
P meridian has filed
36 E, New Mexico
of Intention to make final five year
proof to establish claim to the hind above described before W. J. Curren, U.S. Commls-ikfii- er
at his office In Clovis, N. M. on
th day of December 1916.
tho
Claimant namos as wltneaaes:
Andrew S. Moore. Edward E. Hickman. Clay
Garrison and Edgar P. Cannedy. all of Clovla.
N. M.
A. J. Evans. Register.
Nov.

I

.

of the firm of Drs. Presley ft Rwearingtn
of Hoswell

Non eoal land

Notice for Publication.

lOcts
lOcts
30cts

List your property, land or
livestock with VV. L. Mansfield,

William E. Lone:, all nf Clovis,
A.

D. 10.

Hens,
per pound.
Turkeys (slow sale)
Eggs, per doz.
Butter, fat per pound

Physician
li.

4 1

it Surgeon

Office Opposite Postoflice

The Royal

does the work of several
typewritersin one it writes,
types cards and bills! All
this without a dollar for
"special" attachments. The
one machine does it all.
Writ Dirtct
tor oar new-- Brochure, "BET
TER SERVICE," and a beau-tif- ul
Color - Photograph of th.
Veto

Royal

Maater-Mod-

10.

ROTAl TYPicWElllR CO. Inc.
NOBLE. FARWKI.LL. TEX

'K

Dr.J.B.Westcrfield
Physician and Surgeon
Office in Jackson Bldg.
Opposite Postoflice
Office Phone 231 Residence 269

DR.

L M. BIGGS

Veterinary Surgeon

Mc D.

Phone 16.

Clovis, N. M.

OUR PUBLIC FORUM

Another Bank for Clovis
if Charttr Granted

Tho News may be a little pre'
in announcing that an
mature
Elihu Root,
effort is being made to establish
On Woman's Sphere
Tbe question of Woman Suffrage la an Issue before a state bank in Clovis. but as
the American people. Twelve states bare adopted It, 'the matter is almost common
four moro states vote upon It this fall and It Is strongly knowledge to the business men
urged that it become a platform demand of tbe national
of Clovis, we take it that we are
political parties. It Is therefore tbe privilege and the
duty of every voter to study carcfulry this subject "Hon. violating no confidence in printElihu Root, in dlscuBstnj this question before the Const!' ing the facts.
tutional Convention of New York, recently said in part:
If a charter is granted, which
"I am opposed to the granting of suffrage to women, the incorporators think it will,
because I beiieve that It would be a loss to women, to all the bank will be known as the
women and to every woman; and because I believe it
Citizens Bank and will be int ft.
it
would be an Injury to the State, and to every man and
very woman In the State. It would be useless to argue this If the right of corporated for $25,000 00 for
suffrage were a natural right, ir it were a natural right, then women should which most of the stock has alhave It though the heavens fall. But If there be any one thing settled In the
long discussion of this subject. It is that suffrage is not a natural right, but is ready been subscribed.
An apsimply a means of government, and the sole question to be discussed Is plication will be made today to
whether government by the suffrage of men and women will be better gov
the state for a charter, although
ernment tnan oy tne sunrago or men alone.
Into my Judgment, sir, there enters no element of the Inferiority of it is known that strong oppowoman, it is not that woman la Inferior to man, but it Is that woman Is
different froto man; that In the distribution of powers, of capacities, of sition to its establishment has
qualities, our Maker has created man adapted to tho performance of certain developed among
those who
functions In the economy of nature aud soclnty, and woman adapted to the
think that two banks in Clovis
performance or otner functions.
Woman rules today by the sweet and noble Influences of her character. will satisfy our present needs
Put woman Into tho arena of conflict and she abandons these great weiipone and
that a third bank will only
which control the world, and she takes into her hands, fueliln anil nervelesB
for strife, weapons with which she la unfamiliar and which she is unable to serve to weaken these now
wield. Woman in strife becomes hard, harsh, unlovable, repiilnlve; us far
removed rroni tnut gentle creature to whom we all owe allegiance and to established on a firm foundation.
whom we confess submission, as tho heaven is removed from the earth.
While we have not made sufficThe whole srlcnco of povemnient Is tho science of protecting life and ient investigation
to ascertain
liberty and the purmiit of happiness. In the divine distribution of powers,
the duty and the right ot protection rents with the mulo. It is so through- whether or not this is true. It
out nature. It Is so with men. and I. for one, will nover consent to part is a fact
that the incorporators
with the divine right of protecting my wife, my daughter, the women
whom I love, and the women whom
respect, exercising the birthright of of the new institution are among
man, and place that high duty In the weak and nerveless hands of those our most substantial
and success
designed by (Jod to be protected rather than to engago in the stern warfare
One of the
In my judgment, this whole movement arises from a false ful business men.
of government.
conception of the duty and of tho right of both men anil women.
prime movers of the plan is S. A.
The time will never como when tho Hue of demarcation between the
who was until a few
functions of the two sexes Kill bo broken down. I believe It to bo false phi- Jones,
losophy; I believe that. It Is uti attempt to turn backward upon the lino of days ago, president of the First
social development, and that If the slop ever be taken, we go renturles backward on the march towards a higher, a nobler and a purer civilization, which National Bank and in active
must be found not In the ronftiHloii, but In tho higher differentiation of the charge of
institution.
sexes."
Among others of our leading
citizens Mr. Jones has associated
with him in this enterprise are
W. I. Luikurt, J. A. Latta, Geo
Singleton, J. A. McFarlan, Cash
Rumey, Prof. E. H. Robinson,
E. Lindley, A. A. Clark and
many otners ot our most lntiu
ential business men. If a char
ter is granted, the News will
give the names of the incopor
ators and other details next
weak.
jj
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We Give the News While It is News

Six Hundred
Hereford and
Durham Heifers

Have your old sewing machine
repaired and made equal to new.
Expert repairing.

we have 450 High Grade white
Taced and 150 Polled Durham Heifers for sale, for cash or on credit.
The price is just the same, when
we sell on credit we want good notes
bearing 10 per cent interest. All
the above heifers are with calf by
registered white faced bulls.

DUNN and

HARRISON
Farwell, - Texas

...

FOR-

-

The Next Fifteen Days
I We are offering some exceedingly good prices on
Groceries. The economical housewife cannot afford
to overlook this opportunity to supply her pantry.
Our stock is complete and we handle the best
dried peaches in 10 lb boxes for 85c
dried Apricots 10 lb boxes for $1.25
dried prunes 10 lb boxes for $1.00
dried raisens 10 lb boxes for. ., 1,00
C.F.C.A. Blackberries per gallon .
40c
"
Loganberries per gallon
45c
"
35c
Peacher per gal
"
Grapes per gal,
35s
" Plums per gal,
40a
"
Apricots per gal.
40c
50c
Anchor brand pears per gal.
Empsons champion peas No, 2 cans for 10c
Yuba brand tomatos No. 2
cans far 10c
Pallas brand pork & beans No
$1 00
per dozen
..
Choice
Choice
Choice
Choice

1-- 2

Del Monte

per dozen

peaches, No.

1--

2

caas

$2.25
Del Monte pine apple No. 2 2 cans
2.00
per dozen
Del Monte pure fruit preserves No. 5
75c
tins at
i
.$1.25
Pickles in 2 gallon kegs for
$3.10
American Lady flour per hundred
Swifts premium bacon by strip per lb ... 31c
l!)c
Swifts premium hams per lb
$1.15
Swifts jewel compound lurge pail
$1.35
Cottoline large size
$1.00
Sujjar fifteen pounds for
1.00
20 pounds of cracked rice
5

.1.00

pounds assorted nuts for

We have a complete line of Empsons canned vegetables that are beyond doubt the
best the market affords. Remember we
are headquarters for all kinds fresh and
Packed Fruits

The Model Grocery
A. B. AUSTIN,

Geo. T. Wilson,
Rear Clovis National Bank.

Proprietor, Phone 29

BEGINNING DEC. 1515
I Will Make the following
Prices for CASH ONLY

For Sale

we also have 35 registered white
faced bull calves and several Durham bulls for sale. If you want
anything in the cow line, see us. we
also have some good Jersey cows on
hand at all times.

SOME SPECIAL PRICES

Watch this Space for Ad
of PARRISH CANDY
KITCHEN, the Firm
That Grows

8 lbs good bulk coffee
1 pkg Arbuckles coffee

$1.00

-

-

20
1.30
- 25

large pail of Cottoline
7 bars Crystal white soap 1
can Calumet Bk. Pwds. 20
6 cans of same baking powders 1.00
No. 3 cans of Victory tomatoes 10
20
1 large package National oats
55
1 gallon" of Velva syrup for
1

16-o- z.

I can fix yoar clock for $1.00.
Geo. T. Wilson, Expert Repairer.
Rear Clovis National Bank.
Phone

41

Mexican

t--

1

gal. California club peaches
"
Apricots
gal.

1

gal Logan berries for

1

f.

Dead

A Mexican named Aurelio De- Campo, who had been in the em
ploy of the Santa Fe here for

several months, was found dead
the mexican employe's settle
ment near the tracks Saturday
night by the officers, who forced
an entrance into hia house after
failing to receive a responce to
their knocking. Other Mexicans
aid that the deceased had beea
drinking heavily for several days
and itia supposed that this is
the cause of his death. The
body was removed to the Magic
City undertaking parlors where
it was prepared for burial.
in

Sewing machines for sale, rent
f
or repair.
Geo. T. Wilson,,
Clovis National Bank bldg.
t--

i

I

35
- 40
- 45

No. 3 cans Cal. club peaches - 15
No. 3 can cherries 25c seller - 15
Sliced Pineapple 25c sel. for - 15
- - 15
p.vfracts
2 for
All
Mr.
ww
Aft
60 Pairs of shoes go at a bargain

A

w-

V

These Prices are Good as Long as the
Goods Last. Come in and Get Prices on
.
Articles not Mentioned Above.

WH

SIMPSOR "ffiJSL

(

i

Buy It at Home This Xmas

..Keep Prosperity In Town..

...Everything for Christmas...
For Women

For Men
Diamond Rings
Diamond Studs
Howard Watches
Hamilton and all other
Standard Makes
Ruby Rings
Emblem Rings
Chains of all Kinds
Traveling Sets
Fountain Pens
Cigarette Cases
Gold Knives
Edison Phonographs

For The

Diamonds of all Kinds
La Vallieres

Bracelet Watches
Libby's Cut Glass
Peckard China
Parker Fountain Pens

HOME

Mesh Bags
Silver and Gold Thimbles Community Silver
Carving Sets
French Ivory Sets
Edison Phonograph
Chocolate Sets
Libby Cut Class
Traveling Sets
Pickard China
Sewing Sets
Victrolas
Victrolas

For Boys

For Girls

Rings
Watches, all makes
Chains
Scarf Pins
Cuff Buttons
Gold Kaives and Chains
Military Brushes
Clothes Brushes
Shaving Sets
Tie Clasps
Match Safes
Victrolas
Fobs

Diamonds
Rings
La Vallierres
Bracelet Watches
Mesh Bags
Sewing Sets
Lockets and Chains
Ivory Sets, engraving free
Vanity Cases
Brooch Pins
Bracelets
Card Cases
Edison Phonograph

We cannot begin to mention all of the different articles we have for the Christinas trade. The variety is
endless and will be pleasing to any or every member of the family. We mention only a few of the leading-sellersbut there are hundreds of others just as important and desirable. Prices are very close. It is easy to
buy at home when the stock is there to select from. We have the stock and it is high grade, up to date,
and worth every penny of the price.
,

E. T. JERNIGAN & COMPANY
Jewelers and Santa Fe Watch Inspectors
...Our Man About Town...
M. Ii. White

wa9 in from his

farm Tuesday.
"September Morn"
Theater, Tuesday Dec.

Lyceum
11.

J. N. Parrett was in from his
.'arm Tuesday.
Joel Davenport
f

was in from

claim Tuesday.
"Septimber Morn"

vis

biggest

ercr

in Clovis.
Chester ('rain has accepted a
;o8ition with McFarlin's Gro-rershow

Bill Adams, one of thtj pioneers
of Curry County, was in from
the ranch after supplies Tuesday.
"September Morn" seat dale
onens Saturday Southwestern
Drug Store.
The Model Grocery has installed a new Ford delivery car. It
is built especially for delivery
purposes.

"It certainly pays to advertise in the News," said Rev. J.
II. Shepard the other day. "I
am connected with Dunn and
Harrison, of Texico Farwell,"
h.2 continued, "and the ad that
they have in your paper was
answered by people from California to the eaatern states. I
could hardly believe that people
outside of the county were interested in our stock,' but they
are and what is more, one man
came all the way from California to see them.
Seats for "September Morn"

President of at the Southwestern.
Better
the First National Bank, is in get yours early.
Santa Fe on court business
Officials of the Clovis National
was in this week.
Robert S. Brawley
advise the News that they
Bank
town from his farm near HaveDr. E. Chapman returned to- have not yet decided to build a
ner, Tuesday.
day from Arkansas, where he building on their corner lots opy.

Sid J.

Boykin,

Fred Buihnell was in from the
ranch Thursday to have his car
repaired.
The News man is indebted to
J. Frank Neal for a supply of
fresh meat.
Fifty
"September
Morn."
jeople. Thirty in chorous,

has been visiting relatives for
several weeks.
Geo Johnson was in from his
farm Friday, for the first time
in several weeks on account of
sickness.
Mrs. Morgan.
Stale Grand
Matron of the Eastern Star is in
W. C. Parish is buildinsr two the city. Mrs. Morgan resided
houses on North Lane Street, here for several years.
which he will offer for rent.
VV. F. Treat,
O. C. Wire and
i. A. .Smith, the real estate J. A. Rape all, of Merkle, Texas,
dealer, was in Fort Sumner on were in the city looking for a location last wetk.f
;;iid (.tike business Mi.nday.
Get those seats reserved now
Miss Johnson, one of the
'eachcrs. returned from Texas for that big event, "September
Morn."
Monday afier a short visit.
,
George llutchins, of
fc!v'iit of the season "SeptemKansas, was here the
ber Morn."
first of the week and visited his
C. K. iJoianO ai d wife, of near land 22 miles north of Clovis.
Hollene, were in the city several
A boy was born to Mr. and
days the first of the week.
.Mrs. W. A. Childres on Tuesday
V. A. Is norr busy
The Ilunton Drug Jtr-- " ex- morning.
to the cigars.
pects to be opeu and ready for
business within a few days.
you have anything to sell or
Minnc-opolis-

posite the Southwestern Drug
Store. They are however, considering the matter and may decide to build sometime in the
near future.
Event of the season "September Morn."
Uncle Pete MclJaniel,

one of

the pioneer residents of the
county, is advertising an auction
sale date of his stock, household
goods and implements at his
farm near Blucktnwcr, on the

2lst of Decern onr.

He contemplates leaving for his old home
in Texas, .soon after the sale.

'"September
people.

Fifty
Morn,"
Thirty in chorous.

If you want good servioable
shoes (.hat fit, wear and please
you, get them at Weidman's
f
Found A tack of (lour in the

street Tuesday jiight.

Owner

may get same by paying fortius
"scttin-em-up"
ad and describing kind of flour.
Mrs. E. P. Cooley,
If
120 North Lane St. .
Mr. and Mrs. A. L. Gurley are trade, list with the Mansfield
"September Morn," biggest
the proud parents of a girl which Land Company. We will treat
show ever in Clovis.
f
a me to their home on the 2nd. you right.
t--

BBBJ

I

P IFF
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MONDAY, DECEMBER 20th, 1915
Having leased my farm and having no place to move
my stock, I will sell to the highest bidder at public
auction Dec, 20th, 1915, on my farm 5 miles East &
5 2 miles North of Clovis, N. M., and 6 milest N.
and 4 miles west of Texico, N. M., the following described personal property
1--

to-w- it:

44 CATTLE

:

3 HOGS

:

12 milch cows
32 head white face range cows
2 Duroc Jersey Gilts

chickens
1 wagon and rack
1 saddle
0 set. fiirm harness
1 corn bind-1 lister, P & O m:.ke
I Cultivator
1 Harrow nnd Knife sled
1 - 1 burner Oil Stove.
100

1

12 HORSES & MULES
1
1

2
1

epan Gray Marfs. 7 and K years o!d
span coming a year old Mules
Mule colts
Horse colt

Roan Mure nnd colt
Saddle. Poi.y
I Black hors
I
Sorrel horse
1

1

Rorm horse
lMyiva! (Venni .v inrator
1 Incubator
Oilier articles too numerous to men cioiiy
1

1

Seven Passenger 1916 Model Overland

Aetomobile-Near- ly

New

FREE LUNCH FOR EVERYBODY
TERMS OF SALE: All sums under $10 cash in hand. All sums of $10 and over, fi
months time wili be given to purchaser on bankable note bearing 12
cent interest
from date. Five per cent discount for cash. No property to be ramoved until teims of
sale have been complied with.

pr

S. T. LAWRENCE. Clovis. N. M
CASH RAMEY, Auctioneer, Clovu, N. M.

C. E. DENNIS, Clerk, Clovis, N. M.

Lincoln Locals

Pleasant Hill Notes
Everybody is smiling over the
(Intended for last week)
fine rain we had this week.
Greatful we are for our great
Mrs. Joe Gilliland spent Tues bumper crop.
Jay afternoon with Mrs. Palma- Threshing is plentiful.
eer.
Fahsholtz Bros, are the thirc
Jack Jones. Willis Westfall, threshers we have had in our
par) Hodges and Letitia Trimble community this
winter.
An
risked school Tuesday.
other is wanted.
H. W. Bell and Thel Brasher
Last Thursday being a holiday
rove a nera or cattle over in there
was no school.
'exas last Thursday.
The
basket ball game between
Miss Maud Taylor, of Lake-ieH. and Farwell was not
P.
Lincoln Sabbath
i fechool attended
played Thanksgiving day on
Sunday.
account of the snow storm.
I Joseph Hodges, of Clovis and
Wheat is looking better after
hick Gilham, of Liberty, attend
the
white flakes fell last Thurs
ed prayer meeting Sunday night.
day.
Jess Trimble has moved a new
A monthly examination was
bouse on his place. We are ex
pecting him to give us a party given the r. H. pupils of Hrof.
Kay's room last Friday until
loon.
about
2:45 p. m. when a proMr. and Mrs. J. E. Westfall
gram
was
rendered by the Bmall
William
Love
Mrs.
fend Mr. and
Ittended the Sunday School boys and girls of Miss McBray-er'- s 1
room.
Prof. Kay's pupils
Convention at Clovis.
answered
a roll call by quotaS. L. Bennett, coming in from
ijklahoma, unloaded his house- - tions, After rendering program
bo j a and girls were dismissed
old goods at Bovina last
and
the patrons had a meeting
His family will arrive
I. L. Cone acting as
with
a few days.
Turner Deavours led prayer
G. W. Hyde was at Sunday
ueeting Sunday night.
School
and church services last I
Geo. Palmateer and son ex- Sunday
after being absent two
ect to haul millet to town this

Yf MM

THEATRE

14
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fweek.
The

Barnes doesn't have
rest of the Lincoln school to Everard
go after the girls any more,
consisting
furniture has arived,
they come to meet him.
All
f 20 new seats and the teacher's
young fellows are not so lucky
esk and chair. Now the schol- he is.
as
rs nave am pie roo;n ami we
Mr.
Whitener and family were
ope to see them progress.
guests
at the home of Mr. and
Hello. Wide Awake, where
C. H. Dolozier last Sunday,
Mrs.
ave you been? We never sa,w
Ray Ilungate and Emery Col- 'leasant Hill notes last week.
were over to see Uiiioru
well
Little Cricket.

Ruth Reporter
A nice rain fell here, which
Iwas badly needed.
Wheat is looking fine.
Rev. Hew Lovett, of Hollene,

preached Sunday at Ruth.
JVT. Stout and J. G. Griffith
ireousy hauling grain to Clovis.
Mr. Harris visited at Walter
ISheriden's Friday.
Miss Grace Giles. Harper Giles
land their sister Mrs. Ma Shore,
returned last week from Texas,
where they have been .visiting
for some time.
Quite a few homeseekers tin
the community now and several
parties are wanting to buy land.
To the young ladies of Rut- hJust keep smiling girls, for we
heard a certain young man say
he was going to buy a new buggy
before Christmas.
Mr. Lankford, the fruit tree
man from Clovis. was in me
Ruth country one day last week
delivering fruit trees.
We regret to learn that Grand
ma Sheridan is oa the sick list
M, E. Steut and family visited
Walter Sheridans Sunday.
News just reached here of the
death of our old neighbor and
pioneer settler, Richard Watkins
who died at Potwin, Kansas,
after eight weeks' illness.

"Grandpa."

Gallagher last Sunday.
T. C. Gallagher went to James
James barber shop last Monday
night.
Harran Delozier has gone into
the bicycle business.
Seems to be getting pretty
cold for Lincoln's Little Cricket
this winter.
(This week)
This week's rains have delayed
threshing, but we are expecting
storms now because Santa Claus
will soon be with us.
The church is planning to have
a Christmas tree on Christmas

--
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Eve.
IIIW. T. Clark of Frio commun
ity, correled 31 head of cattle at
Tom Gallagher's last Wednes

day night
G. W. Hyde sold his 320 acre
farm, which was 3 miles west of
the school house, to Mr. Boykin,
of Clovis. Mr. Hyde has pur
chased 160 acres of land of Mr.
Colwell adjoining quarter, which
is 1 mile west and 2 south of

A WHIRLY GIRLY TANGLE OF TUNES AND FUN

19I5'S HAPPIEST AMUSEMENT

school house.
i

T. C. Gallagher and Ray Hun- -

gate went to the debate at Frio
last Friday night. Mr. Gallagher
says they nave mane a wise
movement, nothing is needed
more than youthful training for
the public,
The new basket ball, which
the P. H. H. S. boys ordered,
came by parcel pose last

lv

Mr. and Mrs. Ezra Englant
came to Sunday School last Sunday on their motorcycle.
best
the
Rev. H. 0. Hullinger,
chosen pastor for the church of

A Bit of Wisdom and Advice

(By T. C. Gallagher)
Appearance is not the
proof for virtuality.
Better have poor appearance
and virtuality than to have good
appearance and no virtuality.
Some of our greatest men could
not go very far oa their looks,
determination
causes
whole body to move in unison
with the mind.
Do not pretend; be what yoa
are.
Think of yourself when telling
your neighbors faults.
Be kind unte all, both great
and small
Home recommendation follows
the wanderer.
Truth conquers falsehood.
Truth is no more than what is
actually so.

the

this community, was a guest at
the Joe Singleterry home
They went to school together in Illinois.
A bithday dinner was given
by Mr. and Mrs. Lee in honor of
the latter's brother, Carl Olan- der. It was reported a pleasant
Sun-da-

y.

occasion.
Some bird has been announc
ing that there will be another

wedding in this community
Christmas. Who's next? I'm
Wide Awake.
still
The residence houses being
erected by Messrs Cor gill and
Daniels on Thornton Street are
nearing completion.

J4

50 ...Not a Motion Picture...

The Management of the Lyceum announces and
guarantees September Morn as the most brilliant
largest and best musical comedy ever seen in Clovis

PEOPLE

s

LaJULTC?

USUI'S

PRICES
75, 1.00, 1.50
SEAT SALE
OPENS

SAT-

URDAY AT
SOUTHWEST.

ERN DRUG

STORE

1
9

THE CL07I3 NEWS
rrotn side to sine of the ship, which system of civil lire, where ablllt)
woulj be called the dining rises and mediocrity must be content
room. Here wlien he was in port In with the lower rungs of the ladder,
time of peace the commander In chief
jemcoe, Bturaee and Beatty en
would give his official dinners.
In tered the navy as boys of fourteen
time
of war the cabin Is partly None had any particular Influence
POPULAR OF ALL
screened off, as there Is more room they made their way by Industry. Sli
than Sir John and hit staff need for John has served In every branch. H
meals. Aft of this la what would be ia regarded as possibly the ablest
IN THCMCniCACI riUXUtlJOUMAL
called In a house the sitting room. ordnance expert In the navy, which
BRITISH
The furnishings are of the almnlest means that he knows the guns wbicb
Everything Inflammable could be re be will fir a in section.
moved promptly In case of action.
Despite nis amiability, all agree
The few names In the visitors' book that he has only one criterion sue
Frederick Palmer Writes of Fight on
a table were suggestive of the cesa ir an officer rails be Is super
fleet's isolation from intercourse with seded. Most of these young admiral!
ing Commander of Britain's
the rest of the world. One name was sleep on the bridge even In harbor
Great Fleet.
the king's and another the prince of ror tne last ten years the average
Wales, and a few others were those of British naval officer has worked hard
high officials.
or than a man of any profession In
MASTER OF HIS PROFESSION
The visitor looked about in vain for civil life. They have kept up th
signs or the immense amount of off- grinding drill, which continues sine
icial detail which would seem neces- the war began.
No Matter What Difficulties Arise He sary for the focal point of a vast
e can take no risks," one ol
campaign. Some staff officers and a them said. "Our responsibility to th
Always Smiling The One Man
few records were all.
Who Cannot Risk Being A fThe flagship nation requires that we neglect noth
is kept cleared for action In this as ing that devotion to duty will accom
ate nt
From the Fleet-Lo- ved
In all other respects.
The actual di- pllsh. Most of these crews you see
by Officer!.
recting of the three thousand ships have been at their posts, whether gun
and auxiliaries or the British navy Is pointing or passing ammunition, foi
By FREDERICK PALMER
IjOtidnn. Of ull the great leaders of curried on In a spuce occupied In a five or six years. We want each man
Now York office by a Inwyer and two to be letter perfect In his part."
the war Sir John .lolllcoe, commandor three clerks. An orderly went and
Prompt in His Decisions.
ing the British grand fleet, la least
came with messages from the wire- In all actions thus far the firing hat
known to the world, and his la the. lens
room, which aside from the In begun at extreme range eighteen
portrait which receives the moat
stullatlon, had space enough for the thousand yards. At that distance
cheers when It In thrown onto a
screen at a London theater. Hut the wireless operators to stand and no drendnaught painted the color of the
more.
sea is a vaguo speck. But one for
ilriliBh public knows nothing of hi in
Officers said that It was difficult to tunate hit mny be vital, anl elthei
except that he is the lighting
hit
of the "invisible" power of contemplate how such a naval cam side wants to get that fortunate
HE word "dance," as applied
palgn as the Hrltlsh in this war could first. The accuracy of fire both at
the IlrltlBh navy.
the Indians, has a mean- hathave
In
the
ever
if
and
been
Islands
the
Falkland
conducted
without
the
When war was threatening It is re
very different from that
III
said,
wireless.
officers
Bank,
Sir
Dogger
tlo
John
of
the
could
talk
wltn
lated that a meeting of admiralty
it
in our own
carries
pracII
fclinfi:
the
battle
admiralty
as
at
good
In
had
as
been
any
or
London
with
.J
lords and others who would have the
III
language.
When we hear
II
JKl
m
liV$IL '
tice.
say was held to decide who, in case ship, whether off Helgoland or
S;Zi&
of dancing, we think, first
J&Si.
He knew what each one was
Seen among his admirals. Sir John
of hostilities, should command I bo
of ull, of muBlc and steps.
British fleet. The opinions ran some- doing. Let a German cruiser rbow Jellicoe seems the head of a family.
These
features are, of
her nose In the North sea and he had In frequent consultation, they know
thing like this, it is said:
the news In a minute or two after she one another In the fellowship of their ourse, not lacking in aboriginal danc
"Jellicoe! He has the brains!'
If he had any- ing, but they are completely over
confined existence.
He Is young. He has was sighted.
'Jellicoe!
them or they shadowed by other aspects of culture
say
one
of
to
thing
to
the health to endure the strain. He
His Fighting Admirals.
To
of tneir re- with which they are associated.
r'eflnlteness
to
the
him.
has the nerve."
Beutty, who sank the Bluecher. Is
of his re- put it briefly, our dancing appears In
promptness
and
the
Jellicoe!
His
be the youngest of 8lr John's young ad- marks
Decision the same context with restaurants,
were Impressive.
plies
lieve In him."
mirals, forty-rouhotels, debutantes, attempts at a social
years of age, boy- seemed automatic with him
He has been tried In ish and quick.
"Jellicoe!
Sturdee, victor of the
over the rapprochement of the sexes. In Indian
visitors
the
showed
He
every branch of the service."
PAlktanft
a t (i n
society, dancing Is largely connected
.,.!,.
fiaKshln himself, calling attention to
That sort of recommendation helps Bhaven, as smiling as
Sir John Is things which he thought would Inter- with war and agriculture and the
when a man hus to undertake such an
cnase, with processions, magical perand rather studious in
led the way along
imnieiiHe
responsintiity.
He was appearance, be la an expert in naval est them, as he
formances and religious observances,
tne
passages
behind
cramped
the
given supreme command and the rest strategy.
short, with the serious affairs of
A&SmOOINCffOJAftSiffAaOCML OATCS"
enter
way
to
pointed
or
the
armor
left to him.
In the British navy promotion Is one of the turrets where the gun life.
while the Mundan oklpa illustrates opposite of l heir Intended meaning,
A Marked Man.
by selection up to the grade ol cap- crews were going on with their drill,
Indian dances, as far as the steps are well
the great tribal festival type of thus lending lo an otherwise solemn
"From the time ho was a midship tain. A man with a single flaw In his
many
concerned,
are
so
often
through
like
of
remarkable sim dunce.
which they went
performance an aspect of buffoonery.
man, Jellicoe has been a marked man record as lieutenant must
plicity.
A
In
widespread
the
"squaw dance."
wait on machines. Most of them were
While (he uctlvliles Just described
grass dunce, or. as the
Crow
in the service," said one of his ad- others before he can
ihe
found
among
mature,
the Shoshone. Crow and
hecomo lieu- late twenties or early thirties,
native cull It. tho "hot dance." Is re seem lo have had no object beyond
mirals. "He Is one of those men who tenant commander.
other
northwestern tribes, consists sim garded
Those with
l experienced and confident.
s
as the joint property of four tho exhibition of the performer's suseem to be born with tireless energy.
records In each grade are can"All they ask Is that the Hermans ply In the circle of dancers shuttling clubs, to some oue of which nearly pernatural power, the dunce of tb
vassed by boards and those who hove will come out," said an officer. "They the feet alternately to the left, each every
Mnndan Buffalo Women s society wa
man of the tribe belongs. In
shown Industry and Initiative are could not work any harder than they man in the circle standing between sense
these are mutual benefit organl' Intimately connected will) tribal welchosen to go over the heads or less did before the war But the war has two women, with his right arm around
his partner's shoulder or waist, or In zations. ror whenever a member is fare. Whenever the supply of buffalo
active men. The aim is to apply the given them renewed eagerness."
confronted with a difficulty his com had railed and the village was threatsome cases with arms encircling
rades aro expected to help him in ened with famine, (he members of this
partner on each side. With short In every
organization were called upon to exeway.
In each of the distrlc
termlssions and an occaalonal Introcute their dance In order to attract,
of
the
Crow
soreservation,
these
four
duction of the war dance, for variety's
the herds. According to an early obcieties
one
with
share
a
sub
another
sake, a squaw dance of this type Is
stantlal duncehouse. When the time server, they never failed, for they
sometimes kept up all night, to the
supreme gratification of the perform for dancing comes, a committee of simply never ceased dancing till bufmen proceeds from lodge to lodge falo had been sighted. Prince MaxiPeople Confident Day of Deliver and tell mamma that I am a prisoner ers.
planting a stick In front of each. This milian of
gives a good
of war.' The young Belgians all weai
The tobacco dance of the Crow In means that each household is (o con
account of a performance
ance Will Come.
caps modeled on the soldiers' rest dians, Is, If possible, or even simpler
tribute to a feast to be held by th witnessed hy him In the early thirties
caps and are very Independent.
character. The participants stand up clubs after their dance. A crier rides of the lust century. There were twu
several In a row, holding sacred ob- through camp heralding the perform men acting as musicians, with rattles
"The German government of
Young and Old Are Learning to Speak
and drums, one of them holding a gun.
has expressed Its desire thnt all jects In their hands, and alternately ance and calling on all members
English No Personal Relations
Belgians should return to their work. bend each knee and raise or lower present themselves at the duncehouse The leader was an elderly woman
Between Belgians and Geeach
hand
without at all moving trom On one occasion I heve known four wrapped In ihe skin of an albino bufhut If it be work that can profit the
rmansBoys Are Deficient.
The highly popular marshals to be appointed to punish falo row
nnrmnna fh.i' flnrl annwitMnn AUA m their position.
(hose who had dis
do. Then, besides, every piece or ma-- ! gTa8B danco of tho Plaln8 lndln" ,B the laggards;
Maudlin
oklpa
The
represents
or a more strenuous character.
Onlv obeyed the summons either had to again a wholly different type of dance.
London. The following account of chlnery that can be used in Gormanv men
part,
take
and
they
move
about
pay
fine
a
or
to
submit
the Indignity It was the great several days' annual
conditions In llelgium Ib from the pen hns been stolen long since.
briskly, sometimes in pairs, sometimes of being thrown into the
creek. In festivul Unit corresponded to the sun
"It is easy to say. 'Go to work,' but separately, vigorously Btamping
of an American who has arrived in
the
the meantime, the people assemble dunce of neighboring people. OstenLondon after a year's stay in the Bel' It Is another thing to have work to do ground with their feet, and frequently until (he
dancehouso Is charged to Its sibly It whs a commemoration of the
which is not or direct benefit to the mimicking
gian capital:
martial exploits.
utmoBt capacity. Then the musicians, subsidence of the deluge recorded In
In Char-Belgium today is learning to speak German military authorities.
The orchestral equipment of the In- seated In the center around a big native mythology, and some of the Im
lerol there were about fifty loconio-F.nKlltih. Everywhere you go. you can
dians is not very comprehensive. The drum, strike up a tune. Inter
portant characters of the myth were
which had been ilRinnged more
lives
flute (or flageolet) Is restricted to ubb forced by the voices of some of the impersonated hy performers, on the
see the old and young usually carry or less. The
Germans offered the In
courting
For dancing, the drum women, and the members of some one other hand, there was a great deal be
ing notebooks, studying In the streets work of repair with fair pay to
the
A
the most of the four societies rise lo perform sides
marked dramatic feature
and trains, in the cafes, restuuruuta Belgian workmen, hut l hey absolutely and the rattle are by
Important instruments, although other the vigorous turns and bendings char- was supplied by numerous mummers
and in the homes, all talking English. refused, as the locomotives could he
types were used over a relatively large acteristic of tho dunce. They give representing
animals and closely
using English expressions and words used i.i sending supplies and troops area;
this applies, ror example, to venl to penetrating cries in rapid sue mimicking (heir peculiarities.
Promto thh front. It was nearlv a month
on all possible occasions.
notched sticks rasped with other cession, they brandish weapons at an inent umong these were buffalo mas
"Belgium Is confident. You have later when after falling to persuade sticks and
foe, and thus proceed queraded who imitated the wallowing
whistles, usually Imaginary
only to look at their faces to see It, the Belgians to work the (iernmtie worn suspended rrom the neck.
Tho around the lodge until (he ceusing of of the animals represented and whose
were
compelled
bring
to
Sir John Jellicoe.
workmen
them,
say,
they
you
with
talk
If
and
drum varies considerably In form. On music makes them come lo a sudden actions were expected to entice the
Just wait. The day of deliverance is from their shops In Germany.
the nortbweat coast the natives mere- stop.
game to the villuge. Many tribesmen
No mutter what difficulties arise, he
I
,AI
P
rlvpn
vnn
have
ai.mn
coming, it may be this summer or next
ly beat a plank or box.
The Plains
A very different phase of dancing Is voluntarily submitted to torture
is always smiling. Both he and Heatty summer, but never? Vous elos foul' general relations between
the Ger Indians
commonly
use
a
skin presented by the Pawnee Iruska Tho
were on the flrBt attempt to relieve
The wide scope or activities em
From the German military stand mans and the Belgians. As for per stretched over a hoop, held by strings mombors or the society practicing (his braced by ihe dances or our
the Peking legations at the time of
native
organized
Into three sonal relations, there is none.
llelgium
is
point,
crossing underneath,
but a large dance were supposed to be masters of American population makes perhaps
the Boxer rebellion. Captain Jellicoe
Operallonsge"During
double-headeI
first,
the
tho week before loft Brus
drum suspended from fire, and their altitude toward It was (he main point f Interest over and
was then
Sir Edward districts, the
oeymours chief of btaff. When he hiet r the zone of operations, which sels I was a spectator of an hidden' four sticks also occurs. Rattles are to be like a Pawnee's attitude In rac- above all special features. For what
was wounded and the little band of extends some fifteen to twenty miles which perhaps shows the distance be likewise of widely varying kind, such ing the enemy. Spectators were In must strike every observer of primiseamen were surrounded by Boxers behind the actual line of fighting; the tween the two hetter thnn I can er as gourds containing small pebbles and vited to their gatherings, their songs tive cultures most forcibly Is thac
or globular rawhide bags were chanted and the members began things which we consider quite dis
snd It looked as If every minute might second, the Ktappen. which is an In- plain. I was standing on the platform
or a tram coming up rrom town. It
termediary zone where all the
ror which In the dance or today to dance. After the third set of songs tinct, men of s ruder
be their last, he was smiling us cheer
civilization Join.
for the front are collected and was crowded with both Germans and baking powder cans make favorite had been sung, the attendants
ily as if he had been on the quarterbuilt a Thus the stars are to us a subject of
third,
A German subolTlcer took
Occupa
the
Belgians.
and
the
distributed;
substitutes. Sometimes a certain In big lire agd hung a kettle of water purely scientific study, but even our
deck. Nothing ever seems to ruffle
occupied torrltory cigarette from his case. and. having no strument is considered distinctive or
bis equanimity.
His nersonr.l rkarm tlonsgeblet or the
and dog meat (or buffalo) over It. The ancestors Invested them with all sens
military
civil
both
and
orgunized
match,
with
man
asked the
standing beside a particular dance, and various forms leader advanced lo the kettle when of mysdcal properties, and the North
WOUIfl
I
wfn him hla
h
go
person
No
can
governments.
him
a
from
light. The Belgian had of costume
for
are also considered It was full or boiling soup, plunged bis American Indian personifies tbem and
hi.r
when
h
-- -.
...u ...... :mm.
other except on special per nothing to do but offer the German badges. Thus dress comes to occupy arm into It and took
then you realise what a master of his
out a piece or Identities them with the heroes or bis
hy
only
train, wblcb his lighted cigarette.
mission, and then
When the Ger In the Indian dance a place or signif- meat. All the other members followed folk tales. Thus, too, we havj orna
profession he Is."
Only the commander In chiefs flag includes as one of ita comforts a man went to return the cigarette, the icance to wblcb there Is no corre- suit and unscathed pulled out meat, mental designs and often do not give
Belgian very politely Informed the spondence In the dances of civilised for they had secured
thorough searching.
medicine power tbem any symbolic Interpretation
wnicn sne nies distinguishes the flag.
No person can leave the town In German that he did not care to smoke races. Sometimes, to be sure, the ap- that enabled them to overcome
nip, wnico is in tne center of the
the rlmltive man is Indeed less given to
lives, except by train or on any more. The German could do parel merely Is designed to give an force of the fire. An evidently
he
which
neet. from the rest of the gray fightrelated symbolism than perhaps has been supnothing,
although
in
ride
to
auto
wish
who
Those
font.
he
felt
the Inslnua appearance of plcturesqueness, while ceremony occura among other tribes, posed; nevertheless bis tendency to
ers In their precise lines at anchor
must pay twenty marks a tion. He left the tram Immediately.
In other instances Isck of clothing Is In tho hot dance of the Mandan and Inveat a geometrical pattern with
In harbor.
Sir John takes his exer- mobilesor more.
In
the
fortified
cities
"For our real news we have had to sometimes compensated for by face Hidatan, the performers not only exe- meaning remains greater than our
cise and Ills holidays pacing the quarter-- week
you
or
Antwerp,
Liege. Namur and
depend upon the Dutch papers and and body paint or by a profusion of cuted the trick practiced by the Paw- own. 8o dancing, which to us ia
deck.
He never leaves the fleet
nees, but also danced with bare feet merely a form of amusement and exer- req for a few hours. The command- must be In your bouses at nine o'clock above all the London and I'arts Jour regalia held In the band.
nals which were smuggled In from
The Crow grass dance might be on glowing embers until they had else, becomes In primitive communl- er in chief Is the one man who must In the evening.
"Naturally no Belgian can go to Hol time to time. The German authorities chosen as an example of the social stamped out the fire. This wss like ties an important social function, aa
take no risk of being absent If the
land except by stealth, and I have good have done all they could to stop these type or Indian dance, the Pawnee wise a usage or the craiy dancers or opportunity 'or
per
German fleet should come out.
Not Ull. spare, his face tanned by reason to tmlleve that some sixty thou- papers coming in, even making It ex- Iruska and the Mandaii buffalo wom- the Arapahoea, who indulged In other formances, for religious ritualism, and
passed the frontier since tremely punishable, but as fast as en's dances as representatives of qui.er antics, such as doing everything may become charged with an atmosthe breezes, be walks up asd down sand have
year. Sometimes this they would stop up one channel of the thamantatlc or religious performances. In reverse fashion and expressing the phere of supreme holiness.
the deck, sometimes with on at his the first of the
killing of one or two supply another would bo found. We
necessltatea
the
aides or with his chief or staff, again
were never without an English paper
Unearthed Old Coins.
with one or bis officials. Everyone In sentinels.
Silkworm culture has become such
BRIEF INFORMATION
"Above all It la strictly forbidden to for more than two weeks sine the
While digging trenches In the forest
the fleet Is ramlllar with the quick,
In
an
exact
science
France
that th of Coampenoux, French soldiers
dis
light step of thst slight figure with a sing or play the Brabanoon, the Mar first or September or last year.
German silver now goes by the weight of the cocoons harvested In covered a hoard of ancient Frsnclt
"The commission for relief of Bel
telescope always under his arm. If a selllalse. and Tipperary, as a result of
eggs
proportion
to
the
sIIvpt"
England.
In
Incubated
"nickel
name
haa
every
o'
Belgian
nearly
early
can
which
of
the
sing glum has, no doubt, saved a nation
seventeenth century,
coins
ship should come to anchor with a
A burial casket has been Invented been doubled.
evidently buried at the time of (he
bow out or line, be knows it. All bis Tipperary and does so very often. On from starvation, and under the diffi
United
The
patent
heavy
States
pieces
two
of
of
Is
office
made
Is
that
French entry Into Loralne under Louts
fighting ahlps are under his eye and the Boulevard Anspach In Brussels j cult clrcumBtar. es. have done a won- glass, held together by metal bands,
and during the year XIII. Under the provisions of the law
every human being on the fleet feels one day four little boys were march- derful work. Tde Belgians know and
1914 yielded a surplus revenue of
,
against
action
proof
Is
"hemlcal
that
ing towards the bourse singing at the really appreciate the help, even If the
half the treasure will go to the state
bis personal presence.
an Increase or more than $144,000 and the other half to the finders Th
of the earth.
top of their lungs the Brabanoon
It Germans have tried tnclnlm iki
1913.
over
Makes It Look
A Berkshire minister baa six broth
prefect of Nancy has sndertaken (o
waa not long before some German sol by publishing pictures of
Artificial sponges are made by treat- have the soldiers' share of the coins
a ladder under lb shadow dlers chased them, catching one. who. sion's work and labeling the commie ers fighting In the German army bis
aa
them
some
pnper
pulp
ing
with
chloride or lime, sold at auction In their bohair. I he
of two great 13.
guni and the as he marched away to (he komnian of the fine work Germany has don In wife has four brothers in thi French
adding common salt, drying and press- remainder will be placed In the Nancy
army and their son Is fighting for
vUitor Is ir a large cabin extending datur, cried out to his friends: 'Hun Belgium"
ing Into desired forms
museum.
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HOMEMADE GIFTS FOR MEN
AND GIRLS jr by julia bottomley

DOESirniiow

Phone Record Made of Linen Collar and Cuff Set for Christmas

ts

r

CLOVIS NEWS

Girl

1

it

and Speech
Is
less for Ten Years After
Bed-Ridd-

a Fall.
IS PUZZLE TO DOCTORS
Neither the Child Nor Her Parent
Discover 8h la Better Gradually
Led to Walk and Talk
By Teacher,

A record for phone rails la a convenience that every man will appreciate an4 a gift that will last Indefinitely The details for making a phone
llHt are shown In the picture above.
The cover Is made of heavy, unbleached linen, cut In a strip about
Ix Inches wide and twelve long. This
is edged with buttonhole stitching In
Four eyelet
black embroidery silk
holes are worked near the center as
shown In the picture. A small spray
of red flowers, with 6rcen foliage is
embroidered In one corner and a border, scroll and "Phone Calls" are done
In outline stitch In black.
This linen cover encloses a tablet
on which names and numbers are written. Narrow red ribbon strung through
the eyelets holdB covor and tablet together and forms hangers for suspending the record.

CJuuknr collur and ulT sets ot organdie are easily made and among the
most fHRhlonalile of dress accessories.
They muke charming Christmas gifts,
and may be made at small cost.
Sheer materials, In cotton or linen,
are used to make them, with hemstitching, narrow lingerie laces or
embroidery In small sprays forming
the dcoratlve features. A quaker set
edged with cluny lace Is shown in the
picture.

Gauze

Bag Holding Puff

Los Angeles. One of the most re
markable cubos known in medical history and one fraught with interest
both to surgeons and to students of
psychology, has been called to the attention of scientists In this city. It
Is the case of Carlotna Sausedo, a
Bchoolgirl.
For three years Carlotaa was considered a hopeless paralytic, who
would never be able to speak or walk.
Slio bad been injured by a full on her
head from a swing when she was
twelve years old.
It Is declared now by doctors and
her teachers that whatever body or
brain injuries she may have received
from that fall have been absolutely
outgrown and that she is perfectly
normal physically and mentally, except that her mind has failed to register the fact of her recovery.

Balls

Pin Cushion and Candle Shade

.

ft

Certain patterns In Cretonne are
suited to dressor scarfs, pin cushion
c.i
era. slipper bags, candle shades
and other little furnishings that are
required for men's rooms. In the picture a dreBHer set is shown, including
a scarf, pincushion and candle shade.
Tbe cretonne shows a red rose and
green foliage against a black and
white striped ground. So decided a
pattern Is to be most sparingly
imcd, and the scarf Is therefore only
A
with the cretonne.
bordered
miuure pincUHliior Is covered llrst on
one side with a smnll square of the
cretonne sowed smoothly over It. Kor
tho oilier side r considerably larger
square is hemmed about tho edgs and
pinned over the cushion.
Tbe candle shade is made over a
wire frame and cciiihIsis of a circular piece stretched over the top and
sowed to place. A hemmed strip hangs
from the edge of the frame to which
it is sewed.

Pillow Cover and Dresser Scarf

mm
Gauze bags, made to bold Individual powder puff balls, are among the
popular new fads that make lovely
Christmas gifts. They are made of
chiffon, silk muslin or gauze, gathered
embroidery hoop.
over a
Hnnsors of light satin ribbon ara
fastoncd at each aide of the hoop with
a rosette.
The balls, of absorbent cotton, are
finished with tiny hows of baby ribbon nintrhlng tho hungers In color.
As soon as lined they are thrown
away.
Flowered silk niualln mnkCB pretty
bng". with ribbon hangers matching
the flowers In color. The little bows
are sewed to tho balls. The bags hang
at the Bide of the dressing case for
(ho convenience of guests

Calendar and Hatpin Holder
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may use an old favorite lecipe and the bed of materials and make
carefully, the oven may be just right, yet you will have a failure
Puwer behind the Dough" is not the right one to leaven it properly
and make it light, digestible, wholesome.
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An attractive calendar for a girl s
room and a hatpin holder are shown
In the ricture above. The hatpin bolder Is moroly a small pasteboard tube
covered with moire ribbon with tiny
brass bucklns, handle and straps of a
narrow ribbon. It simulates a golf bag
and a hatpin Imitating a golf stick
goes with it.
The calendar consists of a circular
piece having two small feet on one
edge, cut from a sheet of celluloid.
Two small oblong openings, one longer tban the other, are cut opposite the
feet.
Tbe face of the calendar la decorated with a painted holly wreath
and gilt lettering within It
Two smaller circles awing on a
pivot back ot the calendar's face, with
the names of the months on one and
numerals from 1 to 81 on the other.
The tiny pivot la concealed by the

Cretonne Is the most effective of
for making
materials
inexpensive
It Is at Its best In
beautiful gifts
furnishings for the bedroom.
a
A pillow cover of cretonne and
dresser scar' of scrim bordered with
pilIt are shown In the picture. The
low cover la finished with a hem all
around, and bound with black braid
fasabout the edge. The open end
snap
fasteners.
with
tens
way
The dresser scarf suggests tbe patIn which these strong, brilliant
the
terns should be used. A band ofaide,
cretonne ia stitched along each
leaving most of the surface white, as
The calendar is supported Ilka an
or
a background for the pincushion
by a strip fastened on at the
easel
other articles that may be covered back.
cretoune.
tbe
with
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Markets-Hi- gh

Prize Awarded to Yfotter n Canada for
Wheat, Oat; Barley, Alfalfa and Oraaaea

The winnings of Western Canada at the Soil Product!
Exposition at Denver were easily maac. ira u
comprised Wheat, Oats, Barley and Grasses, the most
important being the prizes for Wheat and Oats and
aweep stake on Alfalfa.
No less Important than the splendid quality of Western
Canada's wheat and other grains, lathe excellence of
the cattle fed and fattened on the grasses of that
country. A recent shipment of cattle to Chicago
topped the market in that city for quality and price.

Could Not Understand Capacity.
During the public Inspection of a
Red Cross hospital train on tour
as mack wssal
through Scotland thousands of people 1 1
V?L Weilers Cuts r.Juca" ia 1915
passed through tbe barrier at one parat til ef tat Uails. State. r tw 300,000,000 tubals.
mm
mmr
u
m
mi
n
difticular station and came out at a
Canada in proportion to population has a greater
ferent exit.
exportable surplus 01 wneal tnis year man any
,
a countryman stood at
country in the world, and at present prices you
At
crowds.
watching
the
ft)
can figure out the revenue for the producer, la
the entrance
Western Caned you will find good markets, eplea.
length ho burst out to a bystander:
ns. .
did schools, exceptional eocial conmuona, peneci
"Great Scot! that mun be an awfu'
climate, and other treat attractions. There
big train that's gaun tae France. I've
been standln' hore for twa solid hours
for Illustrated pamphlet and ak for reduced railway rates. Information as to beet locations, etc
aeeln' the folk ang lntll it, an' she's Send
Ottawa, Canada, or to
Ad4reaSutierinteiide'lmniigration,
not Oiled, yet."
W.V. BENNETT
Room 4, Dee Bldg., Omaha, Nebr.
Sad Pleasure.
Canadian Government Agent
A minister who hud resigned from
his church was making his farewell
Not Particular.
calls. He called at the home of one
"Jones huvs he's for pence tit any
of hi purishoncra who sent her litprice."
tle girl down to the parlor to enwould be for 'anything
"Oh.
HAVE YOU ANY?
tertain the minister for a few min- at any .lone
price."
WRITE US.
utes, the mother not being dressed to
receive him. After a few of the cus
ltenicdT'o.,'lileago
Kye
Write marine
tomary remarks about the weather the fur
Illustrates! book of tbe Kye Free.
is w. south wAim at., chicaoo
little girl said to the minister:
have
the
to
are
we
"I hear that
Tinted.
sad pleasure of losing you."
"Why do they call her a coloratura
soprano?"
fcE22rW'rr.i
Dr. Pierce's ricaunt TelleU are the
Can you see the
"Great Scott:
original little liver villa put up 40 yeiirs
Is
an
paint
up?
That
liver ana bowel". -- Adv. why she's made
ago. They
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BROOM CORN

Coyne Brothers

Inch

All Very Tragic.
Players' club in New York

thick!"

That's

At the
the happy ending so essential to a

All.

"Blank & Co. have gone Into the
hands of a receiver."
"I wonder what the creditors will
get?"
"The creditors will recolve what
the receiver leaves."

Glideea Tew Wiener

6

Passingtr, Gray & Q(i

and Starter, 25 H. P.

UUU

Ureattmt hilt climber, tg to 30 mllen on I gallon
t of lire.
gimollne. 1O.0UU mile on one
Stewart Hpeetlumett-r- , one man mubalr lop, log
In. wheel Imne, ICtxVi ln.-lire,(orweight I.SUO
Colorado,
MKTZ Dlxtrlbittor
RuniKla.
Wyoming aud Weatera Nebraek.

Cartercar Co.
Denver, Colorado
LIVE AQENT8 WANTED

The Colorado
1636 Broadway
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Adelr and tmoke free.
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for Three Years.

grammar school teachers, discovered
the child. There were five other children In the family, all normal, and
Miss Lee inquired Into Carlona's history. Securing medical examination,
she learned that, whatever bodily
may have been caused by tbe
fall, it no longer existed.
"We cannot tell Carlotaa she is not
a cripple or sick because her mind
has to be wakened up gradually to
that fact," Miss Lee said, "but we are
teaching her by degrees. She is placed
in a special class at school and her
teacher invents little exercises and
lessons for her.
"She hnd to be almost carried to
achool. Her teacher made a small
sand pile in the playground and
many times a day took Carlotaa there
and helped her walk over It. Today
Carlotaa can walk up and down the
school stairs. The other day she went
alone to tho soup kitchen, got her cup
of soup and sipped it unaided.
Was In Bed Three Years,
"When school opened she could not
talk. Now she talks to us and knows
what we say. She can count In English and Spanish and can write her
own name. Her father tolls me she
was unusually bright before the fall,
and I see no reason to suppose that
she cannot be restored to her former
condition.
"She has been In bed for the greater part of the past three years, as
the schools at Chlno would not take
her In. So, while her body healed Itself, apparently her mind never recovered from the shock of the fall."
Little Carlotaa waa taken to the
r
clinic for further examination to verify tbe diagnosis of
other doctors. If a similar report la
made, her special teachers will continue as they have begun In their
novel work of teaching the child's
mind that her body la neither paralysed nor Injured In any way.
Parent-Teache-

anas,

Bumper Grain Crops

Kept 80 by Cutlcura 8oap
and Ointment. Trial Free.

Be

play'a financial success was being discussed, when Butler Glaenzor said:
"No play has a happy ending."
They looked at him through the cigarette amoke In amazement.
"No play has a happy ending," he
Re hannv.
line Red Croas Bag Blue;
repeated. "It runs on and on, and at
e
much better than liquid blue, Delights
last It ends tragically In some
All grocers. Adv,
laundrena.
the
town, with the entire road comprice
tbe
without
and
pany stranded
Unanimous.
ot an oyster stew among tbe lot of
"1 wish and wish again I was In
them."
Michigan," sang tho man with the barHow easy It la to acquire a bad rep- ber shop tenor.
"So do I." remarked a man In the
utation and how difficult It Is to lose
front row.
It!

In Bed

good results aouuy

Tak no chancf of failure om K C
and nova "good luck mvry time.
At all Grocers.

To have good batr clear the scalp
of dandruff and Itching with shampoos
of Cutlcura Soap and touches of Cutlcura Ointment to dandruff spots and
Itching. Nothing better than these
aupercreamy emolpure, fragrant,
lients for akin and scalp troubles.
Sample each free by mall with Skin
Book. Address Cutlcura, Dept. XT,
Sold everywhere. Adv.
BoBton.

Doesn't Realize 8he Is Well.
In other words, according to the
doctorB, If the child's mind can be
wakened to the fact that she has recovered from her fall she will be able
to walk, talk and develop as other
children do.
While three weeks ago Carlotaa
could not speak and could not walk
alone, today she speaks with ease,
walks without help and can evon
walk up and down the school stairs
alone.
Three years ago tho little girl
pitched from a swing to her head.
Sho was picked up and stood on her
feet.
Instead of standing still she
began to whirl round and round. She
was entirely unuble to stand still or
to sit up. She was put to bed and
pronounced a hopeless paralytic. Her
power of speech was completely
stopped.
Schoolteacher Finds Her.
With tho beginning of the present
school term Miss Ettie Lee, one of the

--

Good kakin without sood baking powder H out of the q notion.
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CLEAN SWEET SCALP
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Once.

"Do you see the man?"
"Yes. I see the man."
"What Is he doing?"
"He Is blowing bis fingers. Jumping
up and down and acting in such a way
that hia wife looked at him In astonThere, he has
ishment and fear.
kicked over two chairs, torn down
the lace curtains and made a rush for
the kitchen."
"But has the man gone crazy all of
a sudden?''
"Oh, no; he was hunting for a collar button and picked up his wire's
red hot curling tongs In an absent
way. Lots of husbands do that
once. He won't apeak to her for the
next three days, but be will not die
of his Injuries, and the experience
may do him good."
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Send the couoon below
and learn how you can get a complete set of

ONEIDA COMMUNITY PAR PLATE
SILVERWARE

signature from Skinner packages.
saving the trade-mar- k
Guaranteed ten years. Beautiquality.
Silverware of
ful Bridal Wreath pattern.

i

Skinner's products are made from the finest durum wheat, in the
largest, cleanest and most sanitary macaroni factory in America.

Macaroni, Spaghetti, Egg
There are nine kinds of Skinner Products
Soup Rings, Alpnabetos,
Elbows,
Soaehetti,
Cut
Macaroni.
Nnnrllal Ct
atrterent ways. S1K
Vermicelli. These can be cooked
Combine with cheap cuts of meat into a delightful ciisn,
or with cheese, tomatoes, fish, mushrooms, oysters, etc.
htty-eig-

i

Skiuner's Products cut down wonderfully on meat bills.
nutritious and better for your health too. V e will
send you a line recipe book telling how to make mauy
delicious dishes II you will asa lur u.
M,,r

Save the

Signatures

Trade-Mar- k

from all Skinner packages and .tend the
coupon today tor full information now 10
get a complete set of Oneida Com

if)

munity far Plate snverwnre wun
Skinner's Macaroni Products.

All good grocers
sell Skinner's
Products
Buy It by the

JTS. t

case
packages
SKINNER
MFG. CO.
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A Great Union Mass Meeting

OUR

jJlfiLLiil

To be held at the Lyceum, on Sunday December 12 at 2:30 p. m
Everybody interested in the passage of the "National Prohibition Amendment Ui
is invited and should be present at this

BANK

iiiiiJ j

Li

11

ill!

meet intr.

illilli!:

The following; program will be presented:

Scnuure

Invocation ..

Murv Kniaht.
.

T. U.
Rev. Moore

W. C

-

Mrs. K. C. Childers
Solo
Ueori.njr of Lillian W. N. Steven's Proclamation.
DemutitftriitHu iy Nineteen young ladies led by "The (lirls Hand."
Kev. Milton Uerce
Prayer
N. A. Nicholas
..
Solo

YOUR "BANK

.

OnipatK'n
Short Ai.'dresies (three minutes eaeh)
Rev. C W. Lambert. Uuv. A. J. Iiodes, Hon. A. W. II cken- hull, and Rev. J. .Viewer
Offering for Lillian W. N. Steven's Campaign fund.
Mexican Orc hestra I
spi cial Music
Address-Perso- nal
Responsibility for Final Victory, lion. Bratton
Adoption of Resolution
Miss Ata Appleman.
Solo '"Victory"

1'
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Esst-ntials-
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your money with us.

It

it!

safe and

iiiteres.

imr hills by check. It is safe, convenient,
businesslike, arui each canceled chock is a re1'a.v

ceipt.

First Methodist Church

Negotiate your loans from us. Approved security will net you any amount you want at
modest interest.
Substantial men own this bank; substantial
men are its depositors; substantial men have
ir.;:de it what it is and will make it greater.
This bank wants YOU in the ranks of its substantial friends. It is YOUR bank in theory
make it so in practice.

First National Bank
THE CURREN AGENCY
Fire Insurance
Automobile Forms.

Let us write your Surety Hond
Phone 32 in

Antlers Hotel Building, Clovis, N. M.

December 12th
Subject for the morning service, "The State of the World
when
John The Baptist was
born." At the evening service
Miss Jennings, who has worked
for a number of years as a missionary in China, will deliver an
address. Be sure and hear her.
I take this way of saying to
our members do not attend
church irregularly. You injure
your church by doing so.
J. II. Messer, Pastor.

IF YOU ARE PKRPLEXls
Come to us for advice and we will make YOUR PR03(
UUK fKUUbtiM.
JtieLUUKlWiM ur uuii
TION are extended to everyone.
j

Come In
We Want to Meet You

Methodist Ladies Bazaar
The ladies of the Methodist
church will open their bazaar
the morning of the 15th. They
will occupy one window in the
Model Grocery store. They will
have many fancy articles, home
baked cakes, bread and fancy
candies. A nice lunch will be
served anytime during the day.
The proceeds will he applied
to the fund for a new church.

Glovis National Bai
"ST"

grain

Christian Church Dec. 12th

Q

I

The sermon on Baptism thai
was to be preached last Sunday
evening has been postponed un
til next Sunday evening.
A

Catholic Ladies Bazaar

The

Elks'

crowded

Auditorium

was

'

"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODA'lES"

The subject of the Sunday
morning sermon will be: "Men
Episcopal Church
and the King's Business."
(Rev. J. A. San ford. Pastor)
Morning service with sermon Every man is especially invited. ii
at 11 a. m. Subject: "The Evening service at the Lyceum.
C. W. Lambert, Minister.
Work of Christ's Ministers."
No night service at the church.

Lycenm Sunday Evening

!

V. STEED

Undertaker

&

Embalmer

1

.

y

Manager Clovis Cemetery:
Phone

3S.

taaaaagiBAatscBrga

Day

nnatsarassgncai

Night Phone 14 f
tmaaBaamasfms::. I

with buyers Saturday

night, where the Bazaar given

und er Buspices of the ladies of
the Catholic Church, was held.
cordial welcome to all.
Many took advantage of th's
Christian Church.
opportunity to buy Christmas
I make things new, I repai gifts for all the members of the
things old, if they are made of family. A dance, which was
wood, steel, brass, silver or gold, much enjoved by all was held at
f
tleo. T. Wiison.
the same time.

LEE HAZELWOOD
DRAY AND TRANSFER LINE

Down Town Phone 123

I

J

Residence Phone

t--

I

W. I. Luikart & Company's
ur stcre is brim full of Christmas Gifts for the whole family. Eery gift you buy here

0

will be useful and

highly appreciated by the one who receiver them. We advise shopping early, as you have a better stock
to select from, and then our salespeople will not be so rushed and we can give you better service in assisting
you in the selection of your Christmas gilts.
Bath Robes

Furs

Gloves

Handkerchiefs

For ladies and men. He have Bome exceptionally good values and a nice line
$2.00 to $5.00
of patterns at

For ladies we have the Simmons kid
gloves. For men we have the Ilaasens
dress gloves. Silk lined Maco gloves

Initial handkerchiefs for men and boys,
coming in boxes, three to a box at $1.0(

House Shoes

We have a beautiful line of sets in coney
o'possum, red and gray fox and beaver.
These furs were bought early and they
are very reasonably priced. We also
show nice line of muffs at $2 60 to $13.75

Felt house shoes for ladies and children
coming in red, fray and black, with or
without the fur trimming at 1 to $1.60
Mens felt house shoes at
$1.25
Mens leather house shoes at
$1.50

Scarf and Cap Seta
These make nice gifts for ladies and
girls. We have a good range of pat
terns in the silk and wool. Priced per
$1.25 and $1.50
sat...

Mens Sets

Do Your Christmas

Shopping Early

at..

$1.75

Mans suspenders and supporters to
match, box hose supporters and arm
banes, also a complete line of mens ties.

Initial handkerchiefs at
20c and 2Zi
Ladies and childrens initial handkerchiefs at
20c to toi
We also have a beautiful line of hanJ
embroidered handkerchiefs for ladies,
and we especially invite the ladies tt
see them early.

Ask for Our New 1916
Calendars

